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$150.00 hardcover ($195.00 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1369-7
territory A
111/2” x 111/2” • pp. 840
Over 1,300 color illustrations
Art

the first complete edition of the art of Charlotte salomon, published for 
the 100 year anniversary of her birth

•	Deluxe	edition	in	an	
elegantly	printed	box

•	Exhibitions	of	Charlotte		
Salomon’s	work	have	travelled	
throughout	the	world,	including	in	the	
US	and	Canada

•	An	upcoming	Charlotte	Salomon	
biopic	directed	by	Bibo	Bergeron	will	
feature	animations	of	her	paintings
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“this is my whole life,” charlotte salomon said 
when she gave her french doctor and friend 
the enormous suitcase containing her life’s 

work for safe-keeping. Life? Or theatre? is the result of 
months of restless work in a small room in a hostel dur-
ing which charlotte salomon appealed to everything 
inside her: her perfect visual memory, her insight into 
family and friends, her education at the Art Academy in 
berlin and, most of all, the inspiration of her short but 
intense love for her stepmother’s singing teacher.

that is how charlotte created this singular work of 
art, a graphic novel avant la lettre, consisting of 781 
gouaches and hundreds of drawings—a mixture of 
paintings, texts, and musical annotations—which to-
gether tell the story of a family between World War 
i and 1940. in more than one gouache, influences of 
george grosz and modigliani are recognizable, while 
others are foretastes of the contemporary graphic nov-
el. the work shimmers with beauty and precision.

this timeless masterpiece, now published for the 
first time in a complete edition including several recently  

discovered gouaches, is truly a unique work by an artist 
whose life inspired not only david foenkinos’s interna-
tionally bestselling novel Charlotte, also available from 
Overlook, but also a movie, a documentary, an opera 
and a ballet. 

Charlotte saloMon (berlin 1917-Auschwitz 1943)  
was the only child of surgeon Albert salomon and 
fränze grunwald, and was raised in an assimilated 
Jewish family. in 1935, she was admitted to the Art 
Academy. When the persecution of Jews intensified 
after the kristallnacht, she fled to her grandparents 
in france. After the beginning of the war, she and 
her grandfather were sent to the camp gurs, in the  
pyrenees. in July they were allowed, because of his ad-
vanced age, to return to nice, where a doctor advised 
charlotte to start again with her creative work as a 
way to help process her experiences; tragedy, death, 
her world collapsing around her, she completed Life? 
Or theatre? in 1942.

life? or theatre?
Charlotte	Salomon
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$15.95 paperback ($21.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1481-6
53/8” x 8” • pp. 224 • Territory A
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1276-8)
fictiOn

the gorgeous, haunting, and ultimately redemptive bestselling French 
novel recounting the tragic life of artistic visionary Charlotte salomon

CHARLOTTE
A  N O V E L

David Foenkinos

T H E  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  B E S T S E L L E R

“Exquisitely empathetic 
and stunningly tragic.” 
—BOOKLIST, 
STARRED REVIEW

charlotte
A Novel

David	Foenkinos,	translated from the French by Sam Taylor

•	 Over	half	a	million	copies	

sold	in	France

•	 Winner	of	the	Prix	Renaudot	

and	the	Prix	Goncourt	des	

Lycéens

•	Rights	sold	in	24	countries	

•	Charlotte	Salomon	is	one	of	

the	most	compelling	artists	of	

the	20th	century

international literary phenomenon, multiple award-winner, and 
massive bestseller with over 500,000 copies in print in france and 
rights sold in 24 countries, Charlotte tells a fictionalized version of 
charlotte salomon’s story with passion, life, humor, and intelligent 
observation. An utterly original tribute to charlotte salomon’s 
tragic life and transcendent art, foenkinos’s novel is the result of 
a long-cherished desire to honor this young artist. infused with 
the emotion of a writer who connects deeply with his subject, and 
masterfully and sensitively translated by sam taylor, Charlotte is a 
triumph of creative expression, a monument to genius stilled too 
soon, and an ode to the will to survive.

DaviD Foenkinos is the author of four-
teen novels translated into forty languag-
es, including La Délicatesse, Les Souvenirs, 
and Je Vais Mieux, and a screenwriter. in 
2011, with his brother, he adapted his book 
La Délicatesse for the film Delicacy, star-
ring Audrey tautou and françois damiens. 

 
saM taylor is a novelist and translator. he is the author of  
The Amnesiac and The Island at the End of the World and has trans-
lated more than a dozen novels from the french, including laurent 
binet’s acclaimed HHhH and the bestselling The Truth About the 
Harry Quebert Affair.

“For	fans	of	Anne	Frank,	this	is	indeed	a	must-
read	novel	.	.	.	Beautifully	told.”	

—San Francisco Book Review

“Within	this	crystalline	form	pulses	every	shade	
of	emotion,	from	elation	and	amusement	to	

longing	and	sorrow	.	.	.	exquisitely	empathetic	
and	stunningly	tragic.”	—Booklist,		

starred	review

“A	searing	portrait	of	a	brilliant	artist.”		
—Kirkus

“A	sensitive	and	deeply	moving	novel.”	
—Paris Match
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Scandinavians
in search of the soul of the north

a journey of discovery though two millennia of 

scandinavia’s history, culture and society, “told with 

deep knowledge and an intoxicating passion” (BBC)

scandinavia is the epitome of cool: we fill our homes with nordic furniture; we envy their humane 

social welfare system and their healthy outdoor lifestyle; we glut ourselves on their crime fiction; 

even their strangely attractive melancholia seems to express a stoic, commonsensical acceptance of life’s 

vicissitudes. but how valid is this outsider’s view of scandinavia, and how accurate our picture of life in 

scandinavia today?

Scandinavians follows a chronological progression across the northern centuries: the vendel era of 

swedish prehistory; the age of the vikings; the christian conversions of denmark, norway, sweden and 

iceland; the unified scandinavian state of the late middle Ages; the sea-change of the reformation; the 

kingdom of denmark-norway; king gustav Adolphus and the age of sweden’s greatness; the cultural 

golden age of ibsen, strindberg and munch; the impact of the second World War; scandinavia’s postwar 

social democratic nirvana; and the terror attacks of Anders behring breivik.

Scandinavians is also a personal investigation, with award-winning author robert ferguson as the 

ideal companion as he explores wide-ranging topics such as the power and mystique of scandinavian 

women, from the valkyries to the vikings; from nora and hedda to garbo and bergman. this digressive  

technique is familiar from the writings of W. g. sebald, and in ferguson’s hands it is deployed with  

particular felicity, accessibility, and deftness, richly illuminating our understanding of modern scandinavia,  

its society, politics, culture, and temperament.

robert Ferguson
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SCANDINAVIANS
IN SEARCH OF THE SOUL OF THE NORTH

ROBERT FERGUSON
AUTHOR OF THE VIKINGS

•	Major	review	and	
feature	coverage

•	All	things	Scandinavian	
are	hot—from	Swedish	
crime	writers	and	Danish	
“hygge”	to	the	region’s	
food,	fashion,	and	pop	
culture,	and The Vikings 
on	the	History	Channel

•	The	Scandinavian	
social	welfare	system	is	
much	in	the	news	as	a	
model	for	US	progres-
sives	like	Bernie	Sanders

•	“There	can	be	few	out-
siders	who	know	as	much	
about	the	Scandinavians	
as	Robert	Ferguson.”		
—Liv	Ullmann

May
$35.00 hardcover ($47.00 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1482-3
6” x 9” • pp. 448 • Territory C
50 b/w images & 2 maps
histOrY

robert Ferguson is an award-winning writer, translator, and radio dramatist. he is the author 
of numerous books, including The Vikings: A History, Henrik Ibsen: A New Biography, and Enigma: 
The Life of Knut Hamsun, nominated for the Los Angeles Times best biography Award and winner 
of the university of london J.g. robertson Award. born in the uk in 1948, he emigrated to norway 
in 1983 and has made his home there since.
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“Scandinavians is essential reading.” —sir richard eyre, former director of the 

national theatre, london

“Ferguson’s prose has the crisp, deliberate crunch of footsteps on gravel; you 

can't tell if he's taking you to a lutheran funeral or to Hamlet at the theatre.” 

—Max adams, author of The King of the North
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$26.95 hardcover (ncr)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1472-4 • Territory B
6” x 9” • pp. 320
fictiOn

Funny and heartbreaking in equal measure, the impassioned debut novel 
about fathers, sons, and autism

Shtum
A Novel

Jem	Lester

•	 Perfect	for	fans	of	David	

Nicholls, The Rosie Project,	

The Shock of the Fall	and	

The Curious Incident of the 

Dog in the Night-Time

•	 Shtum	has	been	sold	in	5	

countries

•	 Jem	Lester’s	experience	

of	having	an	autistic	son	is	

reflected	in	the	authenticity	

of	his	writing	

•	 Major	review	and	feature	

coverage

in the “literary territory of tony parsons and nick hornby” 
(Guardian) Shtum is drawn from Jem lester’s experience of 
raising an autistic child. in this darkly funny and emotive 
debut, ben Jewell has hit a breaking point. his profoundly 
autistic ten-year-old son, Jonah, has never spoken, and ben 
and his wife emma are struggling to cope. When ben and 
emma fake a separation—a strategic, yet ill-advised, decision 
to further Jonah’s case in an upcoming tribunal to determine 
the future of his education—father and son are forced to 
move in with georg, ben’s elderly and cantankerous father. in 
a small house in north london, three generations of men—
one who can’t talk; two who won’t—are thrown together.

As ben confronts single fatherhood, he must battle a string 
of well-meaning social workers and his own demons to advo-
cate for his son, learning some harsh lessons about account-
ability from his own father along the way. As the tribunal 
draws near, Jonah, blissful in his innocence, becomes the 
prism through which all the complicated strands of personal 
identity, family history, and misunderstanding are finally un-
tangled. this “fiercely funny” (The Times) debut examines 
the complexities of family and human emotion and gives  
profound insight into an often-misunderstood disorder.

JeM lester was a journalist for nine years 
who covered the fall of the berlin Wall in 
1989 before teaching english and media 
studies at secondary schools. he has two  
children, one of whom is profoundly au-
tistic. he lives in london with his partner, 
catherine and her two children.
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“A	darker,	sadder	version	of	The Curious Incident of the 

Dog in the Night-Time,	but	just	as	moving.”	—Observer

“Jem	 Lester	 writes	 so	 beautifully,	 it	 feels	 as	 if	 you’re	

eavesdropping	on	a	conversation.	Shtum	 is	a	book	with	

true	heart	and	soul,	and	I	loved	every	word.”

—Joanna	Cannon,	author	of The Trouble with Goats and Sheep

“An	impressive	novel	that	gives	a	very	accurate	portrayal	

of	the	struggles	some	families	of	autistic	children	endure,	

while	taking	the	reader	on	an	exhilarating	roller	coaster	

ride	between	pathos,	comedy	and	anger.”	—Guardian

“At	its	heart	are	the	things	they	need	to	say	to	each	oth-

er	but	often	keep	‘shtum’	about—and	the	child	who	says	

nothing,	but	communicates	his	needs	eloquently.”

—Financial Times 

“Stunningly	frank,	raw	and	bold	.	.	.	Shtum	is	a	welcome	

and	timely	addition	to	the	growing	body	of	books	about	

autism:	 pacy,	 blunt	 and	 honest,	 with	 a	 despairing	 hu-

mour	that	warms	even	the	most	desperate	moments.	As	

a	reader,	I	was	gripped	and	moved	by	it;	as	the	parent	of	

an	autistic	child,	I	was	grateful	for	it.”

—Alison	Mercer,	author	of	After I Left You 

	 “Moving	 and,	 at	 times,	 painfully	 sad,	 Lester’s	 account	

is	 also	darkly	 funny.	 It	 is	 an	 important	 reminder	of	 the	

complex	 spectrum	 of	 human	 emotion,	 and	 a	 profound	

insight	into	an	often	misunderstood	disorder.”	—Stylist

Advance	praise	for	Shtum
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$14.95 paperback original ($19.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1517-2 • Territory A
5 3/8” x 8 1/4” • pp. 80
drAmA

“leaves you moved, refreshed and, yes, maybe even enlightened.”  
—The New York Times (Critic’s pick)

Small Mouth Sounds
A Play — Off-Broadway Edition

Bess	Wohl

•	 Small Mouth Sounds was	

a	Top	Ten	Pick	by	The New 

York Times,	Guardian,		

New York Post,	and	others	

in the overwhelming quiet of the woods, six runaways 
from city life embark on a silent retreat. As these strangers 
confront internal demons both profound and absurd, their 
vows of silence collide with the achingly human need to 
connect. filled with awkward and insightful humor, bess 
Wohl’s beguiling and compassionate new play brilliantly 
captures the unique eloquence of a silent retreat and asks 
how we address life’s biggest questions when words fail us. 

A major hit of the 2015-16 Off broadway season with two sold 
out, extended runs, Small Mouth Sounds is “wry and observant 
. . . long on emotions and short on words” (Daily News).

bess Wohl‘s plays include American Hero, 
Barcelona, and the original musical Pretty 
Filthy, in collaboration with the civilians 
(lucille lortel and drama desk nominations 
for Outstanding musical). she is an associ-
ate artist with the civilians, an alumna of 
Ars nova, and the recipient of commissions 
from manhattan theatre club, hartford 
stage, and lincoln center. she is a graduate 
of harvard and the Yale school of drama.

“A	quiet	gem	of	a	play	.	.	.	the	sound	of	silence	on	
stage	has	rarely	made	such	sweet	music.”		
—Charles	Isherwood, The New York Times

“Exquisite	.	.	.	one	of	the	funnier	sad	plays	you’re	
likely	to	see.”	—David	Cote,	Time Out New York

“Walks	a	razor’s	edge	between	parody	and	pro-
fundity.	Part	of	the	play’s	impressive	cleverness	is	
that	it	knows	the	members	of	the	audience	are	on	
their	own	silent	retreat,	Small Mouth Sounds is	

funny	as	hell.”	—Jeff	Seroy,	Paris Review
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$14.95 paperback original ($19.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1439-7 • Territory A
5 3/8” x 8 1/4” • pp. 80
drAmA

“Compelling . . . a bleak vision redolent of classical tragedy.” 
—Financial Times

all The Ways To Say i love you
Two Plays and One Short Story — Off-Broadway Edition

Neil	LaBute

in All The Ways To Say I Love You, neil labute’s “haunt-
ing, heartrending” (Ap) new play, mrs. Johnson is a high 
school english teacher in a loving marriage. As she re-
counts her experiences with a favored student from her 
past, mrs. Johnson slowly reveals the truth that is hidden 
just beneath the surface details of her life, in this riveting 
solo play about love, hard choices, and the cost of fulfill-
ing an all-consuming desire. two-time tony winner Judith 
light originated the role of mrs. Johnson in a “full-throttle 
performance” (Time Out NY) for the twice-extended Off 
broadway premiere, at mcc in fall 2016.

Also included is All My White Sins Forgiven, the evocative 
one-act companion play that gives depth and context to All 
The Ways To Say I Love You. in this engrossing two-hander, 
mrs. Johnson’s husband, eric, and his friend todd banter, 
shoot hoops, and work their way around to talking some 
truth about their lives, their marriages, their children, and 
their own secrets and dreams. rounding out the volume 
and an inspiration for the two plays is the short story “With 
hair of hand-spun gold,” a masterfully crafted piece of 
prose that is pure neil labute—as dark and timeless as any 
grimm’s fairytale yet as chillingly modern as a teenage girl 
chatting with an anonymous new “friend” on the internet.

neil labute is an award-winning play-
wright, filmmaker, and screenwriter. his 
plays include bash, In a Forest, Dark and 
Deep, Reasons to be Happy, The Money 
Shot, and The Way We Get By. film and 
television work include In the Company 
of Men, Your Friends and Neighbors, 

Nurse Betty, Possession, The Shape of Things, Some Velvet Morn-
ing, Dirty Weekend, Full Circle, Billy & Billie, and Van Helsing. he’s 
the recipient of a literature Award from the American Academy of 
Arts and letters.

NEIL LABUTE is an award-winning playwright, filmmaker, and screen-

writer. His plays include: bash, The Shape of Things, The Distance From
Here, The Mercy Seat, Fat Pig (Olivier Award nominated for Best Comedy),

Some Girl(s), Reasons to be Pretty (Tony Award nominated for Best

Play), In a Forest, Dark and Deep, a new adaptation of Miss Julie, and

Reasons to be Happy. He is also the author of Seconds of Pleasure, a

collection of short fiction, and a 2013 recipient of a Literature Award

from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

Neil LaBute’s film and television work includes In the Company
of Men (New York Critics’ Circle Award for Best First Feature and the

Filmmaker Trophy at the Sundance Film Festival), Your Friends and
Neighbors, Nurse Betty, Possession, The Shape of Things, Lakeview
Terrace, Death at a Funeral, Some Velvet Morning, Ten x Ten, Dirty Week-
end, Full Circle, Billy & Billie, and Van Helsing.
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“LaBute’s	hour-long	monologue	is	haunting	.	.	.	
To	say	more	is	to	spoil	his	perfect	ending.”		

—David	Finkle,	The Huffington Post

“A	densely	plotted	sonata	.	.	.	a	portrait	of	a	
woman	reckoning,	without	apology	or	deflec-
tion,	with	a	decision	that	has	defined	her	life.”	

—Jason	Fitzgerald,	The Village Voice
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BASH		
9781585670246	$14.95	($19.95	CAN)

THE	DISTANCE	FROM	HERE	
9781585673711	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	

ExHIBIT	‘A’	
9781468313192	$17.95	($23.50	CAN)	

IN	A	FOREST	DARk	AND	DEEP	
9781468307047$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	

LOvELy	HEAD	AND	OTHER	PLAyS	
9781468307054	$16.95	($18.95	CAN)	

MISS	JULIE	
9781468307382	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	

MONEy	SHOT	
9781468307221	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)		

REASONS	TO	BE	HAPPy	
9781468307214	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	

SOME	vELvET	MORNING	
9781468309164	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	

THE	WAy	WE	GET	By	
9781468312089	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	

THINGS	WE	SAID	TODAy	
9781468309775	$16.95	($18.95	CAN)	

WOyzECk	
9781468310191	$14.95	($16.95	CAN)	
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$16.95 paperback ($22.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1485-4 • Territory A
5 3/8” x 8 1/4” • pp. 288
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-0901-0)
fOOd Writing

Can a person live for one year on nothing but fermented foods? one 
brave homebrewer tries to find out.

“WITH AN ENGAGING WRITING STYLE AND KEEN SENSE OF HUMOR, 
[DELLINGER] JUMPS INTO MICHAEL POLLAN FOOD TERRITORY WITH A 

HEMINGWAYESQUE SENSE OF PERSONAL ADVENTURE.”
—CHRONOGRAM

The Fermented Man
A Year On The Front Lines of a Food Revolution 

Derek	Dellinger

•	 Contains	11	unique	recipes	

by	the	author	for	readers	to	

ferment	their	own	foods

•	 Featured	in	the	New York 

Post and	the	podcasts  

Fuhmentaboudit,	The Kitchen 

Counter,	and	FermUp

•	 Fermentation	is	rapidly	

increasing	in	popularity,	with	

festivals	in	San	Francisco,	New	

york,	and	other	cities

On January 1, 2014, homebrewer and writer derek dellinger 
began a journey that would change everything he thought 
he knew about fermented food and beverage. for an entire 
year, dellinger ate and drank only products that had been 
created by microbes. exploring the vast world of fermenta-
tion, he became the living embodiment of its cultural and 
nutritional power—he became the fermented man.

in this highly entertaining narrative, dellinger catalogs his 
year spent on this unorthodox diet, revealing insights about 
the science of fermentation as well as its cultural history, 
culinary value, and nutritional impact. All the while, read-
ers accompany dellinger as he forages for living bacteria 
in the modern American grocery store, samples mucousy 
green century eggs in chinatown, and embarks on an 
epic quest to iceland for rotten shark meat, investigating a 
realm of forgotten foods that is endlessly complex and sur-
prisingly flavorful. With bonus recipes for readers eager to 
get off the page and into the kitchen, The Fermented Man 
is an adventure story, culinary history, and science project 
all in one.

Derek Dellinger is a writer, brewer, 
and fermentation enthusiast. he is the 
brewmaster at kent falls brewing compa-
ny, the first farmhouse brewery in the state 
of connecticut. he writes about home-
brewing, fermentation, food, and beer for 
Upstate Brew York and other publications. 

“With	an	engaging	writing	style	and	keen	sense	
of	humor,	[Dellinger]	jumps	into	Michael	Pollan	
food	territory	with	a	Hemingwayesque	sense	of	

personal	adventure.”	—Chronogram

“Dellinger	ably	explains	the	wide	range	of	fer-
mented	foods,	the	role	flavor	plays,	health	ben-
efits,	and	the	basic	processes,	and	he	includes	a	

few	recipes.”	—Kirkus Reviews

“An	immersive	look	.	.	.	[Dellinger]	writes	with	
authority,	wit	and	purpose.”	

—All About Beer	Magazine
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$17.95 paperback ($23.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1454-0 • Territory A
5 3/8” x 8 1/4” • pp. 342
(Previous edition: 978-0-6797-3969-2)
fictiOn

the audacious debut by the author of Septimania, in a stunning new 
paperback edition

A  NOV E L

A U T H O R  O F 
S E P T I M A N I A

“A fable of 
fantastical lushness” 

—New York Times 
Book Review

a guide for the perplexed
A Novel

Jonathan	Levi

in “a fable of fantastical lushness” (New York Times Book 
Review), levi weaves together the stories of two strang-
ers and their mysterious travel agent to present an ex-
traordinarily crafted revisionist history of the discovery of 
America, combining the erudition of umberto eco with 
the ingenious storytelling of A Thousand and One Nights.

holland and hanni have come to spain for two very different 
reasons. they have nothing in common except they share 
the same travel agent, ben. stranded overnight by an airport 
strike, hanni and holland discover that they are connected 
by a strange web of history and happenstance—a common 
labyrinth that stretches back to World War ii, the spanish 
inquisition, and beyond.

A Guide for the Perplexed is a collection of the letters these 
women write to their mysterious, unseen travel agent—a 
long night’s worth of confessions, a tapestry of tales chas-
ing tales, including an untold saga of columbus’ voyage to 
the new World, stories of war and lost loves, lost children, 
lost Jews, and the true origins of baseball.

Jonathan levi is the founding editor 
of Granta magazine ands author of two 
novels, A Guide for the Perplexed and  
Septimania, also available from Overlook. 
his short stories and articles have appeared 
in many publications including Granta, 
Condé Nast Traveler, GQ, Terra Nova, The 

Nation, The New York Times and The Los Angeles Times Book Review, 
and his plays and opera libretti have been performed all over the 
world. born in new York, he currently lives in rome, italy.

“Levi	dazzles	and	provokes	with	this	audacious	
debut,	a	playful,	postmodern	novel	that	rings	

changes	on	the	themes	of	personal	survival,	the	
healing	power	of	music,	Jewish	identity	forged	
in	exile,	the	discovery	of	the	New	World	and	the	

metaphoric	underpinnings	of	religion.”	
—Publishers Weekly

“[A]	complicated	tale	of	travel,	exile,	and		
renewal.”	—Washington Post Book World
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SEPTIMANIA	
978-1-4683-1428-1	$16.95	pb	($22.95	CAN)	
978-1-4683-1248-5	$27.95	hc	($35.95	CAN)

also available FroM overlook:
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A  G U I D E  F O R  T H E  P E R P L E X E D 

“Immensely ambitious . . .  
[Septimania]  has the format of a novel, 

but it  has roots in the folk-tales of  
The Arabian Nights. It adds new  

dimensions to the idea of the novel.” 
—The Wall  St reet Journal

A  NOV E L



14 | June

Watching porn
And Other confessions of an Adult entertainment Journalist

one feminist’s candid account of her unexpected adventure in the 

world of porn as a journalist and discovery of an industry that is 

more nuanced than she ever imagined.

lynsey g. never imagined that she would ever work in porn, but at 24 years old, with a degree 

in english literature and an empty bank account, she found herself reviewing the film East Coast  

ASSault for an adult magazine in new York city. One interview later and it was official: she was a porn 

journalist. the job was supposed to be temporary—just a paycheck until she could spark her legitimate 

writing career—but she loved it and spent nearly a decade describing the nuances of money shots and 

the effectiveness of sex toys. As both a porn consumer and a porn critic, she was not quite an insider, 

not quite an outsider, but came to know the industry intimately.

she found it so fascinating that she co-founded WHACK! Magazine. finally, she had a platform to 

voice her thoughts and observations of the adult film world, as well as educate the rest of us about 

what really goes on behind the scenes. eventually, lynsey was thrust back into the “real” world, but not 

before realizing that one of the most diverse and nebulous—and profitable—industries on the planet 

isn’t so quite as different from the rest of the world as she thought.

tantalizing, eye-opening, and witty, Watching Porn is a provocative book about an average girl’s 

foray into the porn industry and the people who make it what it is.

lynsey g.
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And Other Confessions 
of an Adult Enter tainment Journal ist

watching   porn

Lynsey  G .

•	Author	appearances

•	Major	review	and		
feature	coverage

•	Radio/Tv

•	Lynsey	has	exten-
sive	access	to	the	porn	
community,	giving	her	
insider	knowledge	of	
multiple	facets	of	the	
pornography	industry	

•	Watching Porn	is	
unique	in	that	it	takes	
a	decidely	feminst	look	
inside	the	industry	and	
presents	many	perspec-
tives	on	dozens	of	issues

•	Author	website:		
Lynseyg.com

•	Author	Twitter	
account:	@MissLagsalot

June
$27.95 hardcover ($32.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1203-4 
6” x 9” • pp. 320 • Territory A
memOir

lynsey g. has been writing about the intersection of pornography, feminism, and 
sexuality since 2007 as a reviewer, interviewer, critic, and blogger for multiple adult 
magazines and websites. she’s also published journalism, poetry, narrative nonfiction, 
and fiction in Bitch magazine, McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, Nerve.com, Luna Luna 
magazine, Stirring: A Literary Journal, The Doctor T.J. Eckleburg Review, and elsewhere.
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$26.95 hardcover (ncr)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1093-1 • Territory X
6” x 9” • pp. 272
fictiOn

“a chilling, impeccably plotted novel” (Cosmopolitan uk) by the  
bestselling author of The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel

BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF 
THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL AND TULIP FEVER

DEBORAH MOGGACH

FINAL DEMAND
A NOVEL

“A chilling, impeccably plotted novel.”  —Cosmopolitan

Final demand
A Novel

Deborah	Moggach

•	 The	film	version	of	
Tulip Fever	is	scheduled	for	
release	in	February	2017,	
starring	Judi	Dench	and	
zach	Galifianakis

•	 Moggach	wrote	the	
BAFTA-nominated	screen-
play	of Pride and Prejudice 
starring	keira	knightley	

•	 deborahmoggach.com

praised as “extraordinarily skillful” by award-winning writer 
Anita brookner, deborah moggach has written an extremely 
powerful novel about the beautiful, bright, and ambitious 
natalie, who should be doing something with her life. but 
instead, she’s stuck in a dead-end job and instead of improv-
ing her place in the world by her own efforts, takes advan-
tage of the honesty of those around her, ultimately leaving 
them damaged and broken. Of course she denies responsi-
bility, even when confronted with undeniable evidence that 
she is involved. so, when she sees a chance to change her 
life, she doesn’t hesitate to take it, even if it’s at the expense 
of someone else. After all, it’s only a minor crime. nobody’s 
going to get hurt. but natalie’s actions actually do have  
unforeseen and tragic consequences, and the ultimate  
question is will she be capable to meet the final demand to 
own up to what she has done?

emotionally taut and beautifully written, Final Demand is a 
cautionary tale about the battle between greed and love, 
and our own frailty in the face of temptation.

Deborah MoggaCh is the author 
of many successful novels, including 
Heartbreak Hotel and In The Dark, both 
published by Overlook. her novel Tulip  
Fever has been adapted for film and The 
Best Exotic Marigold Hotel was made into 
a very popular movie starring Judi dench, 
bill nighy, and maggie smith.

Uk	Praise	for	Final Demand

“Powerful	.	.	.	vividly	evoked.”	—Sunday Times

	“Hugely	entertaining	.	.	.	immensely	
thought-provoking.”	—Daily Express

“Final Demand	is	strong	on	narrative,	dashing	
the	reader	along,	but,	though	fast-paced	and	

transparently	written,	nevertheless	creates	peo-
ple	of	memorable	complexity.”	—Independent
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IN	THE	DARk	
978-1-4683-1426-7	pb	
$16.95

HEARTBREAk	HOTEL	
978-1-4683-1258-4	pb	
$16.95

also available FroM overlook:
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$17.95 hardcover ($23.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1489-2 • Territory C
5” x 73/4” • pp. 76
literAture

the first stand-alone english translation of this uniquely original and 
powerful hans Christian andersen adult masterpiece

The ice virgin
Hans	Christian	Andersen
Translated from the Danish and with an Afterword by Paul Binding

the relationship between a daring young chamois hunter 
from the remote bernese Oberland and a prosperous mill-
er’s daughter living in the comfortable french-speaking 
swiss canton of vaud plays out a complex of themes, such 
as the instinctive life versus rational civilization and the 
role of early experience in shaping personal destiny, in this 
dark and affecting hans christian Andersen adult novella. 

in the terrifying ice virgin and her eerie minions, with 
their implacable hatred of mankind, we get a glimpse 
of the fairy tale Andersen. but The Ice Virgin, the most 
disturbing, ambitious, and searching of all of Andersen’s 
narratives, is also a thoroughly absorbing story of the real 
world. Andersen here is writing about a world he saw as 
something of a paradigm of the human condition, and 
this lies behind the story’s multilayered complexity. 

this splendid new translation by paul binding and his 
erudite and comprehensive afterword together make a 
compelling case for just why The Ice Virgin deserves to be 
placed in the first rank of world literature.

hans Christian anDersen has won lasting fame and popular-
ity for his fairy tales, but he also wrote novels, plays, travelogues, 
autobiographies, and tales for an adult readership.

paul binDing is a leading literary critic and writer on scandinavian 
literature and culture and the author of numerous books, including 
Hans Christian Andersen: European Witness.
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$16.95 paperback ($22.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1490-8
53/8” x 8” • pp. 336 • Territory A
26 b&w illustrations
(Previous editions: 978-1-59020-720-8 hc; 
978-1-4683-0711-5 pb)
histOrY/current AffAirs 

newly revised and updated, the definitive book on 
the history and issues surrounding drinking water

JAMES SALZMAN
D U C K W O R T H  O V E R L O O K

“[A] surprising, delightful, fact-filled book.” 

—JARED DIAMOND PULITZER-PRIZE-WINNING AUTHOR 
OF GUNS, GERMS, AND STEEL

REVISED 

AND 

UPDATED

drinking Water
A History — Revised Edition

James	Salzman	

When we turn on the tap or twist open a tall plastic bottle, we probably 
don’t give a second thought about where our drinking water comes from. 
but how it gets from the ground to the glass is far more convoluted than 
we might think.

in this revised edition of Drinking Water, duke university professor and 
environmental policy expert James salzman shows how drinking water 
highlights the most pressing issues of our time. he adds eye-opening, con-
temporary examples about our relationship to and consumption of water, 
and a new chapter about the atrocities that occurred in flint, michigan. 
provocative, insightful, and engaging, Drinking Water shows just how 
complex a simple glass of water can be.

JaMes salzMan holds the samuel mordecai chair at the school of law and the 
nicholas institute professor chair at the school of the environment at duke university. 
he has written extensively on the topics of environmental conservation, population 
growth, and climate change. he lives in durham, north carolina.

$17.95 paperback ($23.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1491-5
6” x 9” • pp. 320 • Territory X
29 color and 11 bw photographs
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1267-6)
music/memOir

the compulsively readable memoir by singer-

songwriter and master lyricist Frank turner

The road beneath My Feet
Frank	Turner

The Road Beneath My Feet is the unvarnished story of how frank turner 
went from crashing on couches at house shows to performing for thou-
sands of screaming fans who roar his lyrics back to him as a member of 
million dead. told through tour reminiscences, this is a blisteringly honest 
tale of a rock career that has taken turner from drug-fuelled house parties 
and the grimy club scene to international prominence and acclaim. but 
more than that, it is the intimate account of what it’s like to spend your life 
constantly on the road, sleeping on floors, invariably jetlagged, all for the 
love of playing music.

Frank turner is a folk/punk singer-songwriter. he was the lead singer of rock band 
million dead before embarking on a solo career. turner has released six solo albums, 
and has played thousands of shows across 38 countries.

“An	intimate	and	surprisingly	frank	look	at	a	musician	start-
ing	over	.	.	.	A	thoroughly	enjoyable	book	even	if	you’re	not	

familiar	with	Turner’s	music.	But	you	really	should	be.”	
—	New Noise Magazine	
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$28.95 hardcover ($37.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1492-2 • Territory A
53/8” x 8” • pp. 272 
memOir

the thrillingly triumphant memoir of one man’s self discovery and 
mastery of anxiety through wild swimming

JOE MINIHANE

F L O AT I N G
a life regained

Floating
A Life Regained

Joe	Minihane

•	 The	author	chronicled	his	

swimming	journey	on	his	website:	

www.waterlogreswum.com

nature writer and environmentalist roger deakin sought to 
rediscover britain by swimming through its bodies of water 
in his highly acclaimed 1996 book Waterlog: A Swimmer’s  
Journey Through Britain. twenty years after this feat of 
athleticism, conservationism, and meditation, journalist 
Joe minihane pays homage to deakin by reenacting his 
wild swimming tour, experiencing the waters as roger did, 
writing about and photographing them, exploring how 
they have changed and how attitudes to outdoor swim-
ming have shifted since Waterlog’s publication. 

unexpectedly, minihane’s initial project of following in 
deakin’s tracks also became a way for him to admit, and 
then work through, his struggles with almost crippling 
anxiety. he chronicles this journey—both physical and 
introspective—in his debut memoir Floating. Originated 
from a period of darkness, Floating is as intense, mov-
ing, and dramatic as it is lyrical and generous, and it cap-
tures in beautiful detail minihane’s struggle to not merely 
emulate his predecessor, but make this impressive venture 
uniquely his own. far more than the account of a great 
feat—rediscovering britain’s secret places by swimming its 
waters—Floating is a story of rediscovering oneself, and 
finding healing, love and friendship along the way.

Joe Minihane is a journalist and copy-
writer focusing on travel and adventure 
pieces. he has written extensively for a wide 
variety of outlets including Lonely Planet, 
CNN Travel, The Independent, and World 
Travel Guide. Floating is his debut memoir. 

“Joe	Minihane	has	written	a	lovely,	lively,	pas-
sionate	account	of	his	pilgrimage	in	the	foot-

steps	(breast-strokes)	of	Roger	Deakin,	and	about	
the	power	of	literature	to	change	lives.	Gener-

ous,	innocent	and	memorable,	it	is	a	celebration	
of	nature’s	ability	to	inspire	healing	and	joy.”	
—Robert	MacFarlane,	author	of Landmarks 
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$26.95 hardcover (ncr)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1123-5 • Territory D
6” x 9” • pp. 416
histOricAl fictiOn 

in the thrilling third installment in ian James ross’s gripping twilight of  
empire series, the roman empire is on the brink of civil war.

battle for rome
Twilight of Empire: Book Three

Ian	James	Ross

•	 Ross	vividly	covers	a	

dramatic	and	violent	era	in	

Roman	history

•	 Sequel	to	the	acclaimed	

second	novel	in	the	Twilight	

of	Empire	series,	Swords 

Around the Throne

from the author who “wraps mystery, action, myth, and 
deceit into one pager turner of a book” (Nerd Reactor), 
is Battle for Rome. War is coming to the roman empire, 
and only maxentius, tyrant of rome, stands between the 
emperor constantine and supreme power in the west.  
Aurelius castus is now a tribune in constantine’s army. 
but this great honor brings new challenges, and castus is 
tormented by suspicions that his young wife has been un-
faithful. And as constantine becomes increasingly devoted 
to christianity, he is forced to ask himself whether he is 
following the wrong man. the approaching war will decide 
the fate of the empire, but castus’s own battle will carry 
him much further—into the shadowy realms of treachery 
at the heart of rome itself.

ian JaMes ross renewed his love for 
ancient history, specifically the late antiq-
uity period, during his yearlong stint as an 
english language teacher in italy. he has 
been researching and writing about the 
later roman world and its army for over 
a decade and lives in bath, england. he 
made his fictional debut with the twilight 
of empire series (War at the Edge of the 
World, Swords Around the Throne, and 
Battle for Rome).

Praise	for	Ian	James	Ross:

“[Ross]	winds	a	tension	spring	to	an	explosion	of	
fast-paced	events.”	—Conn	Iggulden,	
#1	New York Times	bestselling	author

“Ross	blazes	into	the	world	of	Empire	and	legions	
with	the	verve	and	panache	of	an	old	hand.”	
—M.C.	Scott,	author	of Rome: The Art of War

“A	gripping	sequence	of	books	about	a	period	in	
the	history	of	Roman	Britain	that	is	often		

overlooked.”	—BBC History Magazine 

“If	you	enjoy	action-packed	Roman	military		
fiction,	then	you’ll	most	certainly	enjoy	War at 

the Edge of the World.”	—For Winter Nights
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$16.95 paperback (ncr)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1493-9 • Territory D
53/8” x 8” • pp. 432
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1122-8)
histOricAl fictiOn

“Well crafted, atmospheric, and thoroughly enjoyable” (ben kane), ian 
James ross’s epic series continues as rome faces an enemy like no other.

Swords around the Throne
Twilght of Empire: Book Two

Ian	James	Ross

rome is in peril and the old order is changing. centurion 
Aurelius castus has been summoned back from his post 
in britain to find himself caught up in a treacherous con-
spiracy threatening to bring down emperor constantine.

rewarded for saving the emperor’s life in battle, castus is 
promoted to the corps of protectores, the elite imperial 
bodyguard of the swords around the throne. but he soon 
discovers the court can be as dangerous as the battlefield; 
behind the gilded facade of empire, there are spiraling 
plots, betrayals, and seductions. A nest of traitors. And one 
relentless enemy who threatens the future of rome.

Swords Around the Throne is the thrilling sequel to War at 
the Edge of the World and brilliantly brings the late roman 
empire to life.
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WAR	AT	THE	EDGE	OF	THE	WORLD	
978-1-4683-1121-1	hc	$26.95		
978-1-4683-1305-5	pb	$16.95

also available FroM overlook:
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$26.95 hardcover (ncr)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1510-3 
6” x 9” • pp. 272 • Territory D
fictiOn

by the giller prize-winning author of The Time in Between, the stirring novel that lays bare 

the bonds of motherhood, revealing just how far a mother will go to reclaim her child

Stranger
A Novel

David	Bergen

•	 One	of	Canada’s	most	

lauded	writers:	winner	of	the	

Giller	Prize,	the	Carol	Shields	

Award,	the	Margaret	Lau-

rence	Award,	Canada	Reads,	

and	the	McNally	Robinson	

Book	of	the	year;	and	short-

listed	for	the	Dublin	IMPAC	

prize,	the	Giller	prize,	and	the	

Governor	General’s	Award	

•	 Major	review	and	feature	

coverage

•	 Author	events

the profound intelligence and political resonance readers 
have come to expect from david bergen are on rich display 
in his “inventive and electrifying” (Globe and Mail) new 
novel, Stranger.

Íso perdido, a young guatemalan woman, works at a fertility  
clinic at ixchel, named for the mayan goddess of creation 
and destruction. Íso tends to the rich women who visit the 
clinic for the supposed conception-enhancing properties of 
the local lake. she is also the lover of dr. mann, the American  
doctor in residence. When an accident forces the doctor 
to leave guatemala, Íso is left behind, pregnant. After the 
birth, the baby disappears—the doctor’s infertile wife susan 
has coolly staked a claim. 

determined to reclaim her stolen daughter, Íso makes her 
way north through mexico, eventually crossing illegally into 
a united states where the rich live in safe zones, walled 
away from the indigent masses. travelling without docu-
mentation, and with little money, Íso must penetrate this 
world, and in this place of menace and shifting boundaries,  
she must determine who she can trust and how much, 
aware that she might lose her daughter forever. 

An ageless story, with its uncanny lake, human monsters, and a 
stolen child, is freshly recast in a modern setting where themes 
of dislocation and disruption, exploitation and vulnerability, rich 
and poor collide to make david bergen’s Stranger a powerful 
and affecting novel for our times.

DaviD bergen is the award-winning 
author of seven previous novels and a col-
lection of short stories. A Year of Lesser  
was a New York Times notable book, and 
The Case of Lena S. was a finalist for the 
governor general’s Award for fiction. in 
2005, bergen won the giller prize for The 

Time in Between. The Matter with Morris was shortlisted for the 
giller prize in 2010, won the carol shields Winnipeg book Award 
and the margaret laurence Award for fiction, and was shortlisted 
for the international impAc dublin literary Award. The Age of 
Hope was a #1 bestseller and a finalist for canada reads 2013. 
david bergen lives in Winnipeg.
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Advance	praise	for	Stranger

June | 23

“Breathtaking	 .	 .	 .	 a	work	of	genius.”	—Matthew	Thomas,	

New York Times-bestselling	author	of	We Are Not Ourselves

“Arguably	his	best	novel.	.	.	.	The	book	manages	the	rare	

feat	of	being	profound	and	 important	but	at	 the	 same	

time	absolutely	gripping.”	—Quill & Quire

“The	 suspense	 feels	 like	 watching	 a	 game	 of	 Russian	 	

roulette	.	.	.	Stranger	feels	like	a	caution,	warning	of	the	

dangers	of	continued	disunity	and	the	growing	rift	from	

inequality.”	—Toronto Star

“Brilliant	 and	 utterly	 convincing.	 .	 .	 .	 Stranger	 reminds	

us	 that	 even	 in	 the	 best-known	 stories,	 something	 un-

expected	is	always	lurking,	if	you	go	deep	enough.”	

—Globe and Mail 

“The	 gorgeous	 lyricism	 of	 David	 Bergen’s	 latest	 novel	 	

recalls	the	atmosphere	of	Hemingway’s	The Old Man and 

the Sea	.	.	.	Bergen	was	raised	a	Mennonite,	a	faith	that	

follows	 the	 spiritual	dictum	of	Matthew	25:35:	 ‘I	was	a	

stranger	and	you	took	Me	in.’	Throughout,	Bergen	con-

templates	Biblical	interpretations	of	the	word	‘stranger.’	

There	are	ways	to	treat	strangers	other	than	with	hatred	

and	fear,	the	author	suggests.”	—Maclean’s
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overlook oMnibus 
$30.00 hardcover ($40.00 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1518-9 • Territory C
6” x 9” • pp. 558
45 b&w and color images
music/biOgrAphY

the shocking story of the boy band that became immersed in the cult-
like world of their manager

When the Screaming Stops
The Dark History of the Bay City Rollers

Simon	Spence

•	 Includes	previously	un-

seen	photographs	

•	 The	legacy	of	one	of	

pop’s	cruelest	scandals	is	

still	being	felt

What happened to the bay city rollers is one of the greatest 
scandals of the music industry. this unflinching book reveals 
the dark truth behind “rollermania,” which gripped the uk 
in the 1970s and spread around the world as the edinburgh 
boy band scored number one international hits. When the 
Screaming Stops exposes the sinister undercurrents that ran 
beneath the band’s phenomenal success.

former band manager tom paton controlled his charges and 
promoted them as wholesome teen idols while subjecting 
them to various forms of sexual abuse. in paton, the industry 
cliché of the manipulative and venal pop manager found 
its most grotesque expression. dazzled by sudden global 
fame and corrupted by paton’s unquenchable sexual appe-
tites, the bay city rollers soon became part of his world of  
depravity, victimhood, crime and psychosis. band members 
became hooked on drugs, and their fall was almost as rapid 
as their rise, leaving them penniless and emotionally de-
stroyed. three years after they fired paton, in 1979, he was 
finally convicted of gross indecency with teenage boys.

that such exploitation could have happened to one of the 
world’s most famous boy bands is a brutal reminder that 
conspiracies of silence about sexual exploitation were 
once the norm in the music and entertainment business. 
When the Screaming Stops is a no-holds-barred exposé of 
sex, drugs and financial mismanagement based on over 
500 hours of interviews with many of the band’s closest  
associates, including former members.

siMon spenCe is author of the biogra-
phy The Stone Roses: War and Peace and 
Happy Mondays: Excess All Areas. he 
has written for NME, The Independent, 
International New York Times and Q.
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June | 25

$17.95 paperback ($23.50 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1259-1
53/8” x 8” • pp. 308 • Territory A
12 b&w photographs
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1058-0)
psYchOlOgY/histOrY

the first full and accessible biography of one of the most significant and 
overlooked figures in the field of sexual psychology

Sex versus Survival
The Life and Work of Sabina Spielrein

John	Launer

•	 While	other	biographies	of	

focus	solely	on	the	scandalous	af-

fair,	Sex Versus Survival	examines	

Spielrein’s	original	ideas	and	seeks	

to	restore	her	rightful	role	in	the	

development	of	the	field

•	 Launer	is	a	senior	psycholo-

gist	at	a	top-tier	institution	and	

brings	that	expertise	to	bear	in	his	

analysis	of	Spielrein’s	ideas

•	 Spielrein’s	life	was	the	subject	

of	the	2011	David	Cronenberg	film	

A Dangerous Method,	starring	

keira	knightley,	viggo	Mortensen,	

and	Michael	Fassbender

Who was sabina spielrein? she is probably best known for 
her notorious affair with carl Jung, which was dramatized 
in the film A Dangerous Method, starring keira knightley. 
Yet her life story is much more compelling than just one 
famous relationship. spielrein overcame family and psycho-
logical abuse to become a profoundly original thinker in 
her own right. 

Sex Versus Survival is the first biography to put her life and 
ideas at the center of the story and examine spielrein’s key 
role in the development of psychoanalysis. drawing on 
fresch research into spielrein’s diaries, papers, and corre-
spondence, John launer shows how spielrein’s overlooked 
ideas rejected by freud and Jung but substantially vindicated 
by later developments in psychology and evolutionary biol-
ogy may represent the least and most important stage in the 
rediscovery of an extraordinary life. 

John launer is an honorary lifetime 
consultant at the tavistock clinic in 
london, the leading training institute in 
the uk for psychological treatment. he 
is an Associate dean for postgraduate 
medical education at the university of 
london, as well as a doctor and family 
therapist, and a renowned medical col-
umnist and educator, both nationally 
and internationally. 

“An	impressively	researched,	documented,	and	
readable	biography,	this	is	long	overdue	but	

worth	the	wait.”	
—Library Journal	(starred	review)

“This	biography	offers	Spielrein	some	retro-
spective	justice.”	—Jewish Book World 

“A	gripping,	archive-based,	detective-like	tale.”	
—Times Higher Education Supplement

“An	excellent	book	and	a	labor	of	love,	a	
gripping	account	of	Spielrein’s	life	and	work.”			

—Journal of the American 
Psychoanalytic Association
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$28.95 hardcover ($37.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1486-1• Territory Y
6” x 9” • pp. 512
fAntAsY

the highly anticipated and explosive finale to the master of grimdark  
r. scott bakker’s acclaimed high fantasy series

The unholy consult
The Aspect-Emperor: Book Four

R.	Scott	Bakker

•	 The	final	volume	of	The	

Aspect-Emperor	series

•	 With	over	175,000	copies	

in	print,	the	high	fantasy	

novels	of	R.	Scott	Bakker	

have	dazzled	fans	from	

around	the	world

•	 Bakker’s	fan	base	is	

incredibly	active	on	various	

online	discussion	forums	and	

social	media;	word	of	mouth	

will	be	a	real	resource	in	this	

title’s	promotion	

in this shattering conclusion to the Aspect-emperor 
books, praised for their “sweeping epic scale and detailed 
historical world building” (Grimdark Magazine), r. scott 
bakker delivers the series’ feverishly harrowing and long-
awaited finish.

the men of the great Ordeal have been abandoned by 
Aspect-emperor Anasûrimbor kellhus, and the formerly 
epic crusade has devolved into cannibalism and chaos. 
When exalt-general proyas, with the imperial-prince  
kayutas at his side, attempts to control the lost men and 
continue their march to golgotterath, it rapidly becomes 
clear that the lost lord-and-profit is not so easily shaken 
from the mission.

When sorweel, believer-king of sakarpus, and serwa, 
daughter of the Aspect-emperor, join the great Ordeal 
they discover that the shortest path is not always the most 
obvious, or the safest. souls, morals, and relationships are 
called into question when no one can be trusted, and the 
price for their sins is greater than they imagined.

r. sCott bakker is a student of lit-
erature, history, philosophy, and ancient  
languages. his previous books include the 
prince of nothing trilogy: The Darkness that 
Comes Before, The Warrior Prophet, and 
The Thousandfold Thought. the Aspect-
emperor series is a sequel series that be-
gan with The Judging Eye, The White-Luck 
Warrior, and The Great Ordeal. he lives in 
london, Ontario.

Praise	for	The	Aspect-Emperor	Series

“Extremely	compelling	.	.	.	will	cast	a	long	shadow	for	
many	years	in	the	epic	fantasy	genre	and	comes	with	

the	highest	recommendation.”	—sffworld.com

“Exquisitely	intelligent	and	beautifully	written	.	.	.	this	
is	fantasy	with	muscle	and	brains,	rife	with	intrigue	

and	admirable	depth	of	character,	set	in	a	world	laden	
with	history	and	detail.”—Steven	Erikson,	author	of	

Gardens of the Moon
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the “terrifying and astonishing” (ian C. esselmont) third 

installment of r. scott bakker’s acclaimed series

r . s c o t t 

b a k k e r
t H e  

G r e at  o r D e a L

Th e  A s p e c t - E m p e r o r ,  B o o k  Th r e e

With over 175,000 copies in print, the high fantasy 

novels of r. scott bakker, one of the godfathers 

of Grimdark, have dazzled fans around the world. 

With The Great Ordeal, bakker presents the long-

anticipated third volume of the aspect-emperor, a 

series that stands with the finest in the genre for its 

grand scope, rich detail, and thrilling story.

as Fanim war-drums beat just outside the city, the 

empress anasûrimbor esmenet searches frantically 

throughout the palace for her missing son kelmomas. 

Meanwhile untold leagues away, esmenet’s husband’s 

Great ordeal continues its epic crusade ever north-

ward, where their first encounter of the consult and 

their alien tekne has catastrophic effects. and deep in 

Ishuäl, the wizard achamian discovers secrets that 

begin to unravel the mystery of the Dunyain.

the aspect-emperor series follows bakker’s Prince 

of Nothing saga, returning to the same world twenty 

years later. The Great Ordeal follows The Judging 

Eye and The White-Luck Warrior, and delivers the 

first half of the conclusion to this epic story.

0716

Us $28.95
caN $37.95

THE OVERLOOK PRESS
New York, NY
www.overlookpress.com OverlOOk

r. scott bakker is a scholar of literature, 

history, philosophy, and ancient languages. His previ-

ous books include the Prince of Nothing trilogy: The 

Darkness That Comes Before, The Warrior Prophet, and 

The Thousandfold Thought. the aspect-emperor series 

is a sequel series that began with The Judging Eye and 

The White-Luck Warrior. He lives in London, ontario.

jacket photograph by Larry Rostant
author photograph by Western Alumni Gazette
jacket art by shutterstock

aDvaNce PraIse For 

t H e  G r e at  o r D e a L

“terrifying and astonishing. Here is world-building on  
the grand scale it should achieve. Here are emotions and stakes driven  

to a pitch that will squeeze every reader breathless.”  
— I a n  C . E s s l e m o n t, au t h o r  o f  D a n c e r ’ s  L a m e n t

“With The Great Ordeal, the penultimate book in the aspect-emperor series,  
bakker begins to betray the final mysteries of his cosmos, feeding and goading  
readers more than in any of the preceding novel . . . a most haunting pleasure.”  

— B a k k e r f a n s

“the worldbuilding is once again top notch.   
bakker’s richly detailed narrative creates an imagery that virtually  

leaps off the page. . . . a compelling read that sets the stage for  
everything bakker fans have been hoping for for so many years!”  

— P at ’ s  f a n ta s y  H o t L i s t

PraIse For 

r .  s c o t t  b a k k e r ’ s  NoveLs

“a work of unforgettable power.” 
 — P u B L i s H e r s  W e e k Ly

“one of the finest new fantasy creations in recent memory.”  
— t H e  t o r o n t o  s ta r

“extremely compelling . . . will cast a long shadow  
for many years in the epic fantasy genre.” 

— s f f W o r L D . c o m

“exquisitely intelligent and beautifully written . . . this is fantasy  
with muscle and brains, rife with intrigue and admirable depth of character,  

set in a world laden with history and detail.”  
— St e v e n  E r i k s o n , au t h o r  o f  G a r D e n s  o f  t H e  m o o n

“among the greatest . . . a plot and subplot that is like  
the climactic movement of a symphony.” 

— r e a L m s  o f  f a n ta s y

“violent, passionate, darkly poetic, seethingly original, these are books that  
deserve attention from all true connoisseurs of fantasy.” 

— s f s i t e . c o m
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Also available from Overlook:

the prince of nothing trilogy

the aspect-emperor series
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“The worldbuilding is once again top-notch. Bakker’s narrative is richly detailed, 
creating an imagery that leaps off the page.” —Pat’s Fantasy Hotlist 

T H E

W H I T E - L U C K 
W A R R I O R

T h e  A s p e c t - E m p e r o r ,  B o o k  t w o

THE 
WHITE-LUCK WARRIOR 

t h e  a s p e c t -  e m p e r o r ,  b o o k  t w o

R. SCOTT BAKKER 

“A must-read that will not only appeal to fans of R. Scott Bakker’s 
brilliant Prince of Nothing trilogy, but also new readers wanting to 

see what all the fuss is about.” —FantasyBookCritic

Widely praised by reviewers and a growing body of fans, R. Scott 
Bakker has established his reputation in the fantasy genre. In The 
White-Luck Warrior—the second book in the Aspect-Emperor 

series—Anasûrimbor Kellhus and his Great Ordeal march ever farther into the 
Ancient North. Meanwhile, his consort Esmenet finds herself at war with not 
only the Gods, but her own family. And Achamian leads a ragtag expedition 
to the ruins of Sauglish, and to a truth he can scarcely survive. Into this tumult 
walks the White-Luck Warrior, assassin and messiah both. The White-Luck 
Warrior delves into a universe of myth, violence and sorcery. Dazzling and 
suspenseful, it is a magnificent portrayal of war itself.

“ Exquisitely intelligent and beautifully written . . . This is fantasy with muscle and 
brains.”   —Steven Erikson

“ A  powerful, engrossing, ferociously intelligent novel that sees Bakker at the very 
top of his game.”                                                         —The Wertzone (5-star review)

“ Extremely compelling . . . will cast a long shadow for many years in the epic 
fantasy genre and comes with the highest recommendation.” —sffworld.com

R. SCOTT BAKKER’s previous books include the Prince of Nothing 
trilogy: The Darkness That Comes Before, The Warrior Prophet, and The 
Thousandfold Thought. The Aspect-Emperor series is a sequel trilogy that 
began with The Judging Eye. Bakker lives in London, Ontario.

TH E  OV ER LO O K PR ESS
N EW YO R K, NY
www.ov er lo o k pr ess.co m FANTASY  $15.95

Cover illustration by Larry Rostant
Cover design by Plainclothes Ltd.

O V E R L O O K

ISBN 978-1-59020-816-8

“terrifying and astonishing.” — I a n  C . E s s l e m o n t

6.125 × 9.25 SPINE: 1.5625 FLAPS: 4

GreatOrdealCoverJacket0603.indd   1 6/3/16   12:12 PM$16.95 paperback ($22.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1488-5 
6” x 9” • pp. 496 • Territory Y
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-0169-4)
fAntAsY

With The Great Ordeal, bakker presents the penultimate volume of the Aspect-emperor, 
a series that stands with the finest in the genre for its grandiose scope, rich detail, and 
thrilling story. As fanim war-drums beat just outside the city, the empress Anasûrimbor  
esmenet searches frantically throughout the palace for her missing son kelmomas. 
meanwhile and many miles away, esmenet’s husband’s great Ordeal continues its epic 
march further north. but in light of dwindling supplies, the Aspect-emperor’s decision to 
allow his men to consume the flesh of fallen sranc could have consequences even he 
couldn’t have foreseen. And, deep in ishuäl, the wizard Achamian grapples with his fear 
that his unspeakably long journey might be ending in emptiness, no closer to the truth 
than when he set out. 

the Aspect-emperor series follows bakker’s prince of nothing saga, returning to the same 
world twenty years later. The Great Ordeal follows The Judging Eye and The White-Luck 
Warrior, and delivers the first half of the conclusion to this epic story. returning to bakker’s 
richly imagined universe of myth, violence, and sorcery, the Aspect-emperor continues to 
set the bar for the fantasy genre, reaching new heights of intricacy and meaning. 

THE	WHITE-LUCk	WARRIOR

978-1-4683- hc $27.95 ($36.95 cAn)

978-1-4683- pb $15.95 ($21.95 cAn)

THE	JUDGING	EyE

978-1-4683- hc $26.95 ($35.95 cAn)

978-1-4683- pb $15.95 ($21.95 cAn)

THE	DARkNESS	THAT	COMES	BEFORE

978-1-4683- hc $25.95 ($34.95 cAn)

978-1-4683- pb $15.95 ($21.95 cAn)

THE	THOUSANDFOLD	THOUGHT

978-1-4683- hc $26.95 ($35.95 cAn)

978-1-4683- pb $16.95 ($22.95 cAn)

THE	WARRIOR	PROPHET

978-1-4683- hc $26.95 ($35.95 cAn)

978-1-4683- pb $14.95 ($19.95 cAn)

The great ordeal
The Aspect-Emperor: Book Three

R.	Scott	Bakker
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$17.95 paperback ($23.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1497-7 • Territory A
53/8” x 8” • pp. 320
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1318-5)
science/medicine

From heart disease to pain, women are being diagnosed and treated—wrongly—as 
if they’re smaller men; this essential book is the paradigm-shifting call for change.

The Groundbreaking New Science of  
Gender- and Sex-Related Diagnosis and Treatment

MAREK GLEZERMAN, M.D.

“An informative read for the general audience, health care 
providers, and students.” –VIRGINIA M. MILLER, PH.D., PROFESSOR, SURGERY 
AND PHYSIOLOGY DIRECTOR, WOMEN’S HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER, MAYO CLINIC

gender Medicine
The Groundbreaking New Science of Gender- and Sex-Related Diagnosis and Treatment

Marek	Glezerman,	M.	D.	foreword by Amos Oz

•	 Important	new	perspec-

tive	on	gender	differences	

at	a	time	when	conversa-

tions	about	gender	identity	

are	ubiquitous	

•	 A	hot	topic	in	medicine,	

brought	for	the	first	time	to	

the	general	public

•	 Gender Medicine	has	

been	sold	in	4	countries

Over millions of years, male and female bodies developed 
crucial physiological differences that increased the chance 
of their survival. in Gender Medicine, marek glezerman, 
m. d., one of the leading experts on this new area of 
medicine, reveals countless differences between the sexes 
that are often overlooked. Often culturally obsolete with 
the overturning of traditional gender roles, they are nev-
ertheless very real, and they go well beyond the obvious 
sexual and reproductive variances. details include:

• Women are more resistant to infectious diseases than  
 men, but are more likely to suffer from autoimmune 
 diseases.
• lung cancer is 170% higher in women than in men  
 for the same number of cigarettes smoked.
• Alzheimer’s disease is expressed differently in men 
 and women.
• the pain threshold is different for men and women.
• drugs to treat nausea are less effective for women.
• Women are more sensitive to antihistamines.
• Aspirin is more effective in stroke prevention for 
 women, but more effective in heart attack prevention  
 for men.

the medical establishment largely treats male and female 
patients as though their needs are identical and medical  
research is still done predominantly on men, with the  
results then applied to the treatment of women. this calls 
for a paradigm change—such a change is the purpose of 
Gender Medicine. 

Marek glezerMan, M. D. is professor 
emeritus chairman of gender medicine 
at the sackler school of medicine, tel Aviv 
university. he is president of the interna-
tional society for gender medicine and 
director of the research center for gender 
medicine at the rabin medical center.
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“This	fascinating	work	will	teach	readers	a	great	deal	about	

sex,	gender,	and	the	human	body.	A	must-read	for	health	

care	 practitioners	 and	 anyone	 interested	 in	medicine.”	

—Library Journal,	starred	review

“A	 pioneering,	 innovative	 book	 beautifully	 written	 by	

one	of	the	foremost	researchers	on	gender	medicine.”

—Professor	Nili	Cohen,	President	of	Israel	
Academy	of	Sciences	and	Humanities

“An	 informative	 read	 for	 the	 general	 audience,	 health	

care	providers,	and	students.”

—virginia	M.	Miller,	Ph.D.,	Professor,	Surgery	and	Physiology	
Director,	Women’s	Health	Research	Center,	Mayo	Clinic

“Marek	Glezerman’s	book	is	a	comprehensive	and	plea-

surable	read;	it	will	enlighten	both	medical	and	nonmed-

ical	 audiences	 and	 is	 highly	 applicable	 to	 the	 effective	

clinical	practice	of	medicine	in	the	twenty-first	century.”

—Alyson	J.	McGregor	M.	D.,	MA,	FACEP,	Director,	Division	of	Sex	
and	Gender	in	Emergency	Medicine	(SGEM),	Director,	

Sex	and	Gender	in	Emergency	Medicine	(SGEM)	Fellowship

“A	joy	to	read	.	.	.	Gender	works	on	so	many	layers	of	physiol-

ogy,	psychology,	and	sociology	where	Dr.	Glezerman	clearly	

brings	together	this	epic	journey	throughout	women’s	and	

men’s	lifetime	experiences	.	.	.	should	be	a	required	read.”

—Dr.	Richard	Sherry,	Clinical	Health	Psychologist,	Psychoanalytic	
Psychotherapist	and	Neuropsychologist

Praise	for	Gender Medicine

July | 29
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overlook oMnibus 
$23.95 paperback ($31.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1494-6 • Territory C
6” x 9” • pp. 320
246 b&w and 23 color images
music / biOgrAphY

the ultimate biography of blondie, the band that pioneered the american 
new wave and punk scenes of the 1970s and still rocks on today

blondie
Parallel Lives

kris	Needs	and	Dick	Porter

•	 The	band	is	still	active	

today;	their	tenth	album	

Ghosts of Download was	

released	in	2014	

•	 Blondie	have	sold	more	

than	40	million	records	

worldwide	

One of the most iconic groups of their generation, blondie 
experienced an unparalleled rise to global superstardom 
during the late 1970s. As they topped charts around the 
globe, vocalist deborah harry adorned magazine covers 
and bedroom walls everywhere. drawing upon extensive 
new firsthand interviews from debbie harry, chris stein 
and many other significant players in the band’s long 
history, along with a huge archive of personal materials 
and unpublished interviews, Blondie: Parallel Lives is the 
definitive eye-witness account of the group’s long and 
often tumultuous existence. 

co-author kris needs established a friendship with harry, 
stein, and the rest of the band that endures to this day. 
As a trusted confidante, he now recounts the full story 
of the phenomenon that is blondie. beginning with the 
band members’ childhoods, backgrounds and influences, 
the book charts the development of blondie to their mas-
sive popular success, eventual break up, and the group’s 
reformation in 1997. highlighting blondie’s subsequent 
renaissance with their No Exit album, the controversies  
surrounding their 2006 induction to the rock ‘n’ roll hall 
of fame, and the release of panic of girls in 2011, Blondie: 
Parallel Lives is the all-encompassing biography of the ever-
adaptive group that defined a generation.

kris neeDs is a former NME journalist 
and Zigzag editor. he has written several 
rock biographies including Joe Strummer 
and the Legend of the Clash, The Scream: 
The Music Myths and Misbehaviour of  
Primal Scream and Trash! The Complete 
New York Dolls. he is a regular contributor 
to Record Collector and Mojo.

DiCk porter is the author of several rock biographies including 
Trash! and The Cramps: A Short History of Rock’n’Roll Psychosis. 
he is a regular contributor to the award winning Mudkiss website.
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$25.95 hardcover ($34.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1387-1 • Territory A
53/8” x 8” • pp. 272
fictiOn / hOrrOr

a fresh twist on the vampire mythos, The Truants is a dystopian novel of 
startling intensity, narrated by immortal old-ones.

The Truants
 A Novel

Lee	Markham

•	 The Truants	is	part	horror	

story,	part	social	commen-

tary	inspired	the	terrible	

crimes	and	the	explosion	of	

violence	that	tore	through	

the	streets	of	London	in	the	

summer	of	2011

•	 For	fans	of	Clive	Barker	

and	Stephen	king

contorting the conventional vampire narrative into a star-
tling tale of immortality, blood lust, and rage contaminating 
london’s inner-city youth like a virus, The Truants tells the 
story of the last of the old-ones—creatures afflicted with a 
condition not unlike vampirism: ancient, bloodthirsty, and 
unable to withstand sunlight. the last old-one has decided 
to end his life, but before he can act he is held up at knife-
point. his assailant disappears, the knife in his pocket, the 
blood of the old-one seared into its sharpened edge.

the knife trades hands, drawing blood again, and the old-
one is resurrected through his victims’ consciousness and 
divided, spreading through the infected. With his horde of 
infected youth, the old-one must reclaim the knife to regain 
control of his soul. but someone is out to stop him . . . 

lee MarkhaM is the founder of the children’s publishing house 
chestnut tree tales and no man, an independent publishing house. 
he has previously worked as a brand content developer, and he has 
written articles for magazines including Admap and Brand Strategy. 
The Truants is his debut novel.

Advance	praise	for	The Truants

“A	bleak	and	bloody	antidote	to	the	romanticized	
prettification	of	the	vampire	myth.”	

—Neil	Martin,	author	of	Something You Said 

“The	Trainspotting	of	supernatural	prose.”	
—Liam	Sharp,	author	of	God Killers
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$27.95 hardcover (ncr)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1495-3 • Territory X
6” x 9” • pp. 496
fictiOn

by the bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl, the epic story of love 
and adventure set against the stunning backdrop of antarctica

Sun at Midnight
A Novel

Rosie	Thomas

•	 Thomas	has	won	the	

Romantic	Novel	of	the	year	

Award	twice	and	is	the	2012	

winner	of	the	Romantic	

Novelists’	Association’s	Epic	

Romantic	Novel	Award	

•	 The	Uk’s	number	one	

bestselling	author	Rosie	

Thomas	now	has	nine	books	

in	print	with	Overlook	and	

millions	of	copies	of	her	

books	are	in	print	world-

wide

from the critically acclaimed author and “master storyteller” 
(Cosmopolitan), a sweeping saga of loss and redemption 
that centers on Alice, who as a scientist, relies on method, 
precision, and tangible proof. but when her relationship 
with Oxford artist peter brown collapses spectacularly, she 
is forced to use her skills to evaluate her own life for the 
first time. in her thirties, childless, and tied to Oxford by her 
work, it’s time to break away. Alice accepts an invitation to 
travel to the southernmost point of the earth, Antarctica.

upon arrival, she is awestruck by the strangeness of a conti-
nent painted in shades of blue and white, lit by an unearthly 
permanent sunlight. And nothing has prepared her for the 
close confines of a small base shared with eight men and 
one other woman. it’s in these close quarters that she de-
velops a strong attraction to a man shrouded in danger and 
mystery. it’s in this beautiful but unforgiving environment 
that Alice discovers something that could change her life 
forever . . . if she survives.

rosie thoMas is the author of numer-
ous critically acclaimed, bestselling novels.  
thomas discovered a love of traveling 
and mountaineering and has climbed in 
the Alps and himalayas, competed in the 
peking to paris car rally, and spent time 
on a tiny bulgarian research station in 
Antarctica.

More	Praise	for	Rosie	Thomas

“Thomas’s	novels	are	beautifully	written.”	
—Marie Claire

“[Thomas’s]	characters	are	so	interesting	
and	realistic	that	readers	will	be	reluctant	to	

let	them	go.”	—Library Journal

“[Thomas]	can	write	with	ravishing	sensuality.”	
—The Times
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rosie thomas’s most touching story yet, set in the  

haunting and seductive vistas of egypt

bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl

O V E R L O O K

a novel

and  ris
Ruby

“Thomas can write with ravishing 

sensuality.” —Kate SaunderS

the unexpected arrival of her willful teenage granddaughter, ruby, brings life and disor-
der to 82-year-old iris black’s old house in cairo. ruby, driven by her fraught relationship 
with her own mother to run away from england, is seeking refuge with the grandmother 
she hasn’t seen in years. An unlikely bond develops between them as ruby helps iris to 
record her fading memories of the glittering, cosmopolitan cairo of World War ii, and of 
her one true love—the enigmatic captain xan molyneux— whom she lost to the ravages 
of conflict. this long-ago love has shaped iris’s life and, as becomes increasingly appar-
ent, the lives of her daughter and granddaughter. And it’s about to affect them all, again, 
in ways they could not have imagined.$16.95 paperback (ncr)

isbn: 978-1-4683-1496-0 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 432 • Territory X
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-0263-9)
fictiOn

THE	kASHMIR	SHAWL

978-1-4683-0802-0 pb $15.95

ALL	My	SINS	REMEMBERED

978-1-4683-0254-7 pb $16.95

A Novel

bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl

“A master storyteller.” 
—Cosmopolitan

O V E R L O O K

THE	ILLUSIONISTS

978-1-4683-1098-6 pb $16.95

DAUGHTER	OF	THE	HOUSE

978-1-4683-1307-9 pb $16.95

OTHER	PEOPLE’S	MARRIAGES

978-1-4683-0260-8 pb $17.95

LOvERS	AND	NEWCOMERS

978-1-4683-02665-3- hc $27.95

O V E R L O O K

bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl

“Thomas’s novels are beautifully written.” 

—Marie Claire

A 

Novel

A Novel

Also	Available	from	Overlook:

ConstanCe

978-1-4683-0878-5 pb $15.95

iris and ruby
A Novel

Rosie	Thomas

“[Thomas’s]	evocation	of	the	wartime	[Cairo]	has	all	the	raffish,	
glittering	brittleness	of	life	on	the	edge.”	—Elizabeth	Buchan
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$26.95 hardcover (ncr)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1128-0 • Territory X
6” x 9” • pp. 368
fictiOn

the dark and atmospheric thriller from the author of the bestselling A Quiet 
Belief in Angels questions how long a man can truly escape judgment.

O V E R L O O K

“The perfect author to 
read late into the night.”
—Clive Cussler

bestselling author of a quiet belief in angels

bestselling author of a quiet belief in angels

R.J. ELLORY

A DARK AND

BROKEN HEART

A dark and broken Heart
A Thriller

R.J.	Ellory

“master of the genre” (clive cussler) r.J. ellory pits his 
cunning anti-hero against east harlem’s drug kingpin and 
the nYpd. detective vincent madigan is a good cop—he’s 
charming, effective, and knows how to look after himself. 
the only problem is that he’s up to his neck in debt to 
sandia, a notorious east harlem drug lord. When madigan 
devises a scheme to eliminate his debt by robbing sandia 
and then repaying him with his own money, he thinks his 
heist is foolproof. 

but things go horribly wrong when madigan is forced to 
kill his co-conspirators and a child is shot in the crossfire. 
now both sides of the law are hunting him down, and 
the cop assigned to lead the case is the very last person 
he could have expected. employing every deception and 
ruse he can think of, madigan must stay one step ahead 
in a battle of wits that will test him to his limits. can he 
evade justice for his crimes, or will his own conscience be 
his final undoing? the ultimate story of self-loathing and 
unlikely redemption, A Dark and Broken Heart is a brutal 
and confronting read that will leave you reeling long after 
turning the final page.

r.J. ellory is the author of twelve nov-
els, including Stand magazine’s thriller of 
the Year A Quiet Belief in Angels, Ghost-
heart, City of Lies, Candlemoth, A Quiet 
Vendetta, The Anniversary Man, A Simple 
Act of Violence, Bad Signs, and the e-book 
original series Three Days in Chicagoland. 

Uk	Praise	for	A Dark and Broken Heart

“Classic	noir,	a	journey	to	the	dark	corners	of	
man’s	foolishness,	where	nothing	is	ever	what	it	
seems	and	no	one	can	ever	be	trusted.	Ellory	is	

beginning	to	sound	like	the	master	[James	Ellroy].	
I	can	think	of	no	higher	praise.”	—Daily Mail

“In	this	disturbing	thriller,	Ellory	magnificently		
illustrates	the	most	dangerous	side	of	human		

nature.	Highly	recommended!”	
—	The Strand Magazine
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CITy	OF	LIES	

9781468310061	$16.95	pb

SAINTS	OF	NEW	yORk	

9781468312157	$16.95	pb

CANDLEMOTH	

9781468308761	$15.95	pb	

A	QUIET	vENDETTA	

9781468302714	$15.95	pb	

A	SIMPLE	ACT	OF	vIOLENCE	

9781590208120	$14.95	pb

THE	ANNIvERSARy	MAN	

9781590206836	$14.95	pb

A	QUIET	BELIEF	IN	ANGELS	

97815902-3385	$14.95	pb

also available FroM overlook:
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the oversized, four-color centerpiece to any Mod fan’s collec-

tion, featuring interviews from artists, Mods, and musicians

Mod Art is the stunning visual journey from the early days of pop Art with its 
strikingly vivid colors, up to today’s innovative mod-influenced artists. from the 
art schools of london to the 1960s clothing boutiques, the striking backdrops 
of ready steady go!, the glistening chromed beauty of customized scooters, 
the explosive world of the Who’s auto-destructive art, the punk-tinged diY ba-
sics of fanzines, the vibrant beat of acid jazz and the union Jack-clad surge of 
britpop, mod-loving author paul Anderson combines the most striking posters, 
advertisements, record covers, fliers, and fanzines from the mod movement in 
one complete volume. 

paul anDerson fell in love with the mod way of life in 1979. since the 
eighties, he has been involved in organizing numerous mod events, publishing 
fanzines and running club nights. paul was also co-curator of the biggest sixties 
mods exhibition to date, and has written many magazine articles about the mod 
movement. he is the author of the bestselling book Mods: The New Religion. 

overlook oMnibus
$32.95 hardcover ($43.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1499-1 
9” x 11” • pp. 224 • Territory C
250 b&w and color images throughout
Art / pOp culture

overlook oMnibus
$23.95 paperback ($31.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1500-4
6” x 9” • pp. 320 • Territory C
21 b&w and color images
music / biOgrAphY 

the comprehensive survey of the music of the singer-

songwriter who introduced the world to alternative rock

NICK SOULSBY

As one of sonic Youth’s founding members, thurston moore has been acknowledged 
as a crucial forefather of the alternative rock scene of the past thirty years. in addition 
to his songs with sonic Youth, moore has also created a substantial catalog of over 130 
recordings spanning three decades. Thurston Moore is the first-ever survey of his entire 
body of work, which, until now, has been sorely neglected due the sheer scale, depth, 
and diversity of his recordings. compiled with input by moore himself, Thurston Moore 
combines detailed information on his music with oral history testimonies of his collabo-
rators on each recording to provide brand-new insight into this crucial artist’s lifelong 
dedication to musical performance and exploration.

niCk soulsby is the author of I Found My Friends: The Oral History of Nirvana and 
the co-author of Dark Slivers: Seeing Nirvana in the Shards of Incesticide. his website, 
www.nirvana-legacy.com is widely seen as an invaluable nirvana resource. 

Thurston Moore
Nick	Soulsby
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Mod art
Paul	Anderson



the ultimate account of the long-forgotten operations of 

raF 617 squadron, World War ii’s famous Dambusters

RETURN  
OF THE  

DAMBUSTERS

THE EXPLOITS OF  WORLD WAR II’S  
MOST DARING FLYERS AFTER THE FLOOD

JOHN NICHOL

“A truly epic tale of courage and sacrifice—an intensely moving 
epitaph to the men of Bomber Command.”

—ANDY MCNAB, BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF BRAVO TWO ZERO

the dambusters were the go-to forces for dangerous precision attacks: they bombed 
hitler’s prize battleship, tirpitz, as well as rocket sites, weapon strongholds, and the 
dams at the heart of the industrial ruhr; they targeted enemy leaders including hitler and 
mussolini; and they created a false fleet on d-day, which fooled the germans. but they 
also suffered brutal losses, with 75 percent of 617 squadron killed in action by the end 
of the war. in this awe-inspiring book, John nichol, himself a former rAf flight lieuten-
ant, retraces the path of 617 squadron’s most dangerous sorties, the ones largely lost to 
history. including personal stories of the surviving dambusters, Return of the Dambusters 
is a tense, poignant story of courage by men who braved death in the name of freedom.

John niChol is a former rAf flight lieutenant who was held as a prisoner of war when 
his bomber was shot down during the first gulf War. he is a journalist and a widely 
quoted military commentator. 

36 | August

$19.95 paperback (ncr)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1501-1
6” x 9” • pp. 384 • Territory X
10 color and 37 b&w photographs, 
and 3 maps
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1274-4)
histOrY

$18.95 paperback ($24.95 cAn)
isbn: 978-1-4683-1502-8 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 384 • Territory A
24 b&w illustrations
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1266-9)
biOgrAphY

the first book to tell the story of the women who 

inspired oscar Wilde

in this essential work, eleanor fitzsimons reframes Wilde’s story and his legacy through 
the women in his life, including such scintillating figures as florence balcombe; actress 
lillie langtry; and his tragic and witty niece, dolly, who, like Wilde, loved fast cars,  
cocaine, and foreign women. fresh, revealing, and entertaining, full of fascinating detail 
and anecdotes, Wilde’s Women relates the untold story of how a beloved writer and 
libertine played a vitally sympathetic role on behalf of many women, and how they sup-
ported him in the midst of a victorian society in the process of changing forever.

eleanor FitzsiMons is a researcher, writer, and journalist specializing in historical 
and current feminist issues. her work has been published in a range of newspapers and 
journals, including the Sunday Times, Guardian, and Irish Times, and she is a regular radio 
and television contributor.

Wilde’s Women
How Oscar Wilde Was Shaped by the Women He Knew

Eleanor	Fitzsimons
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return of the dambusters
The Exploits of World War II’s Most Daring Flyers After the Flood

John	Nichol

“This	is	both	an	exciting	book	and	a	saddening	one	.	.	.	a	tale	of	victory,	
in	the	end,	magnificently	told	in	lip-biting	detail.”	—The Daily Mail

“Highly	enjoyable	.	.	.	truly	Oscar-worthy.”		
—Michael	Dirda,	The Washington Post 
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$19.95 paperback ($25.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1503-5 • Territory A
6” x 9” • pp. 376
14 color photographs
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1316-1)
biOgrAphY / pOlitics

the most up-to-date, illuminating, and in-depth biography of angela Merkel 
and how she rose to become europe’s most important political figure 

“Insightful, revealing, 
vivid reading.” 
—Amitai Etzioni, author 
of The Active Society

angela Merkel
Europe’s Most Influential Leader

Matthew	Qvortrup

•	 This	year,	Time	named	Ger-

man	Chancellor	Angela	Merkel	

as	its	Person	of	the	year

•	 Qvortrup	uses	his	access	

to	German	materials	to	tell	

Merkel’s	story	for	the	first	time	

in	English

•	 President	Obama	praised	

Merkel	for	her	“‘real	political	

and	moral	leadership’	in	wel-

coming	more	than	a	million	

immigrants”	(The New York 

Times)

Angela merkel, the woman who has held control of the 
european union and successfully negotiated with russian 
president vladimir putin, is one of the most crucial and for-
midable fixtures in contemporary politics. political commen-
tator and journalist matthew Qvortrup weaves the personal 
story of the german chancellor with the vivid history of post-
World War ii in Angela Merkel, the riveting account of the 
political titan’s ascent from obscurity to become one of the 
most influential leaders in the world, responsible for making 
germany more liberal and prosperous than it has ever been. 

updated from the hardcover, this definitive biography 
follows Angela merkel from her bleak childhood in east 
germany through her meteoric rise to power, and includes 
up-to-date information on recent pressing concerns, such 
as the current refugee crisis. Offering an unprecedented 
look at how merkel’s inimitable personality and perspec-
tive allowed her and her staff of mostly female advisors to 
repeatedly outmaneuver a network of conservative male 
politicians, Angela Merkel is essential reading for anyone 
interested in politics and current affairs, or simply in the 
story of a truly remarkable woman.

MattheW Qvortrup is an award-
winning political scientist. he earned his 
doctorate in politics at brasenose college,  
university of Oxford. he frequently ap-
pears as an expert on world politics for 
BBC World News and has written for 
Bloomberg, The Guardian, and The Times, 
among others. he lives in london.

“Insightful,	revealing,	vivid	reading	of	a	leading	
woman	who	tops	them	all.”	

—Amitai	Etzioni,	author	of	The Active Society

“This	eye-opening	biography,	drawing	from	rich	
behind-the-scenes	knowledge,	is	necessary	read-
ing	for	anyone	who	wants	to	broaden	his	or	her	

perspective	on	the	world	today.”		
—Kirkus (starred	review)	

“A	well-written	and	informative	tribute	to	an	
extraordinary	political	leader.”—Booklist
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overlook oMnibus 
$39.95 paperback ($53.95 cAn)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1468-7 • Territory C
10” x 12” • pp. 496
100 b&w images
music

the centerpiece to any Dylan fan’s collection, featuring the sheet music of 
100 of his most iconic songs, each accompanied by a full-page photograph 

100 SONGS & PICTURES
DYLAN

DYLAN
100 SONGS & PICTURES

Bob Dylan is popular music’s most celebrated poet/singer/songwriter – a legend, a maverick
and a superstar who has rarely given away much about his personal life.

Now comes Dylan: 100 Songs & Pictures, a truly unique collectable book about the man,
featuring the full sheet music of his most important songs plus the intimate stories behind 
them – all accompanied by 100 rare photographs. Many of the songs have been chosen by

famous fellow performers such as Bruce Springsteen, Bono and Sir Paul McCartney, and
together with the sometimes haunting and compelling photographs, they give an intimate
insight into Dylan’s progression from corduroy-capped folk hero to unrepentant electric 
rocker. The chosen songs match each stage of Dylan’s personal and creative odyssey and

sometimes look almost as potent on the printed page as they sounded when Dylan 
performs them on stage or on record.

Dylan: 100 Songs & Pictures is both a celebration of a great artist and a highly-collectable
book that shows Dylan’s work in the context of his life and times, as well as revealing his

influence on some of the greats who were his contemporaries or followers. 

Each of the 100 songs featured in this prestigious collection is printed with melody line, guitar
chord boxes and full lyrics. The result is a magnificent musical, visual and textual commentary

on the life, music and influence of the one and only Bob Dylan.

OMNIBUS  PRESS
A joint publication between

Special Rider Music and Music Sales Corporation
OP53251

www.musicsales.com

op53251_dylan cover:100 songs cover  5/6/09  12:08  Page 1

dylan: 100 Songs and pictures
edited	by	Ann	Barkaway	and	Andy	Neill
compiled	by	Chris	Charlesworth;	text	by	Peter	Doggett

bob dylan is popular music’s most celebrated singer/song-
writer: a legend, a maverick, and a superstar who has  
rarely given away much about his personal life. now 
comes Dylan: 100 Songs & Pictures, the highly-collectable 
book that depicts dylan’s work in the context of his life,  
featuring the full sheet music of his most important songs 
plus the intimate stories behind them—all accompanied by 
100 rare photographs.

fellow performers such as bono and sir paul mccartney  
selected many of the songs featured in Dylan to represent 
each stage of his personal and creative odyssey, and together 
with the compelling and sometimes haunting photographs, 
they give an intimate insight into dylan’s progression from 
corduroy-capped folk hero to unrepentant electric rocker. 
each of the 100 songs featured in this prestigious collec-
tion is printed with melody line, guitar chord boxes and full 
lyrics. the result is a magnificent musical, visual and textual 
commentary on the life, music and influence of the one and 
only bob dylan.
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am948948_dylan insides:100 songs insides  19/5/09  08:15  Page 30

“I wrote these songs in not a
meditative state at all, but more
like in a trancelike, hypnotic state.
This is how I feel? Why do I feel
like that? And who’s the me that
feels this way? I couldn’t tell you
that, either. But I know that those
songs are just in my genes and I
couldn’t stop them comin’ out.”

Bob Dylan, 2006

am948948_dylan insides:100 songs insides  19/5/09  08:13  Page 1

am948948_dylan insides:100 songs insides  19/5/09  08:14  Page 11

The Times They Are A-Changin’
Words and Music by Bob Dylan
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The Times They Are A-Changin’
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Copyright ©1963, 1964 Warner Bros. Inc.; renewed 1991, 1992 Special Rider Music. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
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•	 Bob	Dylan	was	awarded	the	

Nobel	Prize	for	Literature	in	2016
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FOREWORD BY SIR ROGER MOORE

BY DAVE WORRALL & LEE PFEIFFER

Cinema Sex Sirens is a unique celebration of the female stars 
of the 1960s and 1970s.

That period marked a new spirit of frankness in society and the movie
industry lost no time in following suit after some 25 years of censorship and
enforced self-regulation. The women who became the new erotic goddesses

also became world-famous and defined a generation’s view of sexuality.

Dave Worrall and Lee Pfeiffer’s gallery shows a luminous collection of
idealized women and offers a fascinating insight into the movies’

depiction of female sexuality in the Sixties and Seventies. 
From international icons like Natalie Wood, Ann-Margret, Raquel Welch,
Sophia Loren, Claudia Cardinale and Jane Fonda to less celebrated sirens

of British and European cinema such as Susan George, Ingrid Pitt, 
Sylva Koscina and Britt Ekland, this book offers an unparalleled collection

of truly great glamour photos as well as a fascinating glimpse into sex 
and the movie culture of the Sixties and Seventies.

Dave Worrall is co-publisher (with Lee Pfeiffer) of Cinema Retro magazine,
celebrating the films of the 1960s and 1970s. The magazine’s website at
www.cinemaretro.com attracts hundreds of thousands of movie fans each

month. Worrall is also the author of a number of films books, including 
the best-selling The Essential James Bond which he co-authored with 

Lee Pfeiffer.

Lee Pfeiffer has authored books covering the careers of Clint Eastwood,
Tom Hanks, Sean Connery and Harrison Ford, as well as working as 

editor-in-chief and co-publisher of Cinema Retro magazine. He has also
taught classes about cinema at New York University, written and 

produced DVD documentaries and runs film location trips through his
company T.W.I.N.E Tours. 

www.omnibuspress.com
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Order No: OP54351

SexSirens_PBcover  18/07/2011  3:58pm  Page 1

CINEMA	SEx	SIRENS

9781468314663 pb $34.95 ($45.95 cAn)

GABBA	GABBA	HEy!	THE	GRAPHIC	

STORy	OF	THE	RAMONES

9781468314601 pb 24.95 ($33.95 cAn)

GEORGE	CLINTON	&	THE	COSMIC	

ODySSEy	OF	THE	P-FUNk	EMPIRE

9781468314571 hc $34.95 ($45.95 cAn)

kNOW	yOUR	ENEMy:	THE	STORy	OF	

RAGE	AGAINST	THE	MACHINE

9781468314632 pb $24.95 ($33.95 cAn) 

CRAzy	IN	LOvE:	THE	BEyONCé	

kNOWLES	BIOGRAPHy

9781468314618 pb $21.50 ($28.50 cAn)

MOD:	A	vERy	BRITISH	PHENOMENON

9781468314670 pb $32.95 ($43.95 cAn)

MILEy	CyRUS:	GOOD	GIRL/BAD	GIRL

9781468314588 pb $21.50 ($28.50 cAn)

PEOPLE	yOU’D	LIkE	TO	kNOW:	

LEGENDARy	MUSICIANS	

PHOTOGRAPHED	By	HERB	WISE

9781468314656 hc $34.95 ($45.95 cAn)

Photographer Herb Wise became a fixture at many of the 

leading music festivals and his perceptive and unobtrusive style 

resulted in a wealth of revealing and affectionate photographs.

Bob Dylan, Frank Zappa, David Bowie, Jackson Browne, 

James Taylor, Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee, Steve Winwood, 

Taj Mahal, John Lee Hooker, Ray Charles, Joan Baez, 

Blondie and many more are all featured, performing or relaxing, 

onstage and off. 

As Herb Wise notes in his introduction... 

‘You’d like many of these people. They are good friends, even 

to know them through a brief glance along the way’. 

This unique collection transmits that feeling of camaraderie 

while letting us share Herb’s inspired glances into the early 

working lives of some unique musicians of the 60s, 70s and 80s.

This superb collection of photographs presents a 

fascinating variety of blues, folk and rock performers as they 

appeared at events across America over a period of years.

PEOPLE YOU’D LIKE TO KNOW
Legendary Musicians Photographed by Herb Wise

PEOPLE YOU’D LIKE TO KNOW
Legendary Musicians Photographed by Herb Wise
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OMNIBUS PRESS
www.omnibuspress.com

OMNIBUS
PRESS

Herb Wise was born in New York, attended UCLA and 

graduated with a masters degree in music theory & composition 

from Syracuse University, New York. 

He lives in the hills of Hollywood with his Dawg.

vo10483_people jacket US version:you'd like to know  20/4/10  12:08  Page 1

SLIPkNOT:	ALL	HOPE	IS	GONE

9781468314625 pb $24.95 ($33.95 cAn )

THE	ELvIS	ARCHIvES

9781468314595 pb $12.95 ($17.50 cAn)

STEPPIN’	RAzOR:	THE	LIFE	

OF	PETER	TOSH

9781468314694 hc $32.95 ($43.95 cAn)

THE	kILLERS:	DAyS	&	AGES

9781468314564 pb $24.95 ($33.95 cAn)

key oMnibus baCklist
Now Available from The Overlook Press

STEvIE	NICkS
9781468310665 hc $27.95 ($32.95 cAn)

GEORGE	HARRISON
9781468313932 pb $19.95 ($25.95 cAn)

THE	ROLLING	STONE	yEARS
9781468314649 hc $37.95 ($50.95 cAn)



THE	ADvENTURES	OF	SALLy	
978-1-59020-755-0	$19.95

AUNTS	AREN’T	GENTLEMEN	
978-1-59020-165-7	$19.95

BACHELORS	ANONyMOUS	
978-1-59020-857-1	$19.95

BARMy	IN	WONDERLAND	
978-1-59020-240-1	$19.95

BIG	MONEy	
978-1-58567-978-2	$19.95

BILL	THE	CONQUEROR	
978-1-59020-067-4	$19.95

BLANDINGS	CASTLE	
978-1-58567-338-4	$19.95

BRING	ON	THE	GIRLS	
978-1-4683-0974-4	$19.95

CARRy	ON,	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-392-6	$19.95

THE	CLICkING	OF	CUTHBERT	
978-1-58567-278-3	$19.95

COCkTAIL	TIME	
978-1-58567-574-6	$19.95

THE	CODE	OF	THE	
WOOSTERS	
978-1-58567-057-4	$19.95

THE	COMING	OF	BILL	
978-1-58567-744-3	$19.95

COMPANy	FOR	HENRy	
978-1-4683-0053-6	$19.95

A	DAMSEL	IN	DISTRESS	
978-1-58567-430-5	$19.95

DO	BUTLERS	BURGLE	BANkS?	
978-1-58567-747-4	$19.95

DOCTOR	SALLy	
978-1-59020-166-4	$19.95

EGGS,	BEANS	AND	CRUMPETS	
978-1-59020-411-5	$19.95

FEW	QUICk	ONES	
978-1-59020-233-3	$19.95

FRENCH	LEAvE	
978-1-4683-0664-4	$19.95

FROzEN	ASSETS	
978-1-59020-306-4	$19.95

FULL	MOON	
978-1-58567-836-5	$19.95

GALAHAD	AT	BLANDINGS	
978-1-59020-232-6	$19.95

A	GENTLEMAN	OF	LEISURE	
978-1-58567-391-9	$19.95

THE	GIRL	IN	BLUE	
978-1-59020-472-6	$19.95

THE	GIRL	ON	THE	BOAT	
978-1-59020-009-4	$19.95

THE	GOLD	BAT	
978-1-59020-513-6	$19.95

THE	HEAD	OF	kAy’S	
978-1-4683-0052-9	$19.95

THE	HEART	OF	A	GOOF	
978-1-585678372	$19.95

HEAvy	WEATHER	
978-1-58567-230-1	$19.95

HOT	WATER	
978-1-58567-389-6	$19.95

ICE	IN	THE	BEDROOM	
978-1-59020-512-9	$19.95

IF	I	WERE	yOU	
978-1-4683-0696-5	$19.95

THE	INDISCRETIONS	OF	
ARCHIE	
978-1-59020-305-7	$19.95

THE	INIMITABLE	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-922-5	$19.95

JEEvES	AND	THE	FEUDAL	
SPIRIT	
978-1-58567-229-5	$19.95

JEEvES	IN	THE	OFFING	
978-1-58567-325-4	$19.95

JILL	THE	RECkLESS	
978-1-58567-660-6	$19.95

JOy	IN	THE	MORNING	
978-1-58567-276-9	$19.95

kID	BRADy	STORIES	&	A	MAN	
OF	MEANS	
978-1-4683-0833-4	$19.95

LAUGHING	GAS	
978-1-58567-232-5	$19.95

LEAvE	IT	TO	PSMITH	
978-1-58567-432-9	$19.95

THE	LITTLE	NUGGET	
978-1-58567-745-0	$19.95

LORD	EMSWORTH	
978-1-58567-277-6	$19.95

LOUDER	AND	FUNNIER	
978-1-4683-1131-0	$18.95

LOvE	AMONG	THE	CHICkENS	
978-1-59020-678-2	$19.95

THE	LUCk	OF	THE	BODkINS	
978-1-58567-336-0	$19.95

THE	LUCk	STONE	
978-1-4683-1052-8	$18.95

THE	MAN	UPSTAIRS	
978-1-59020-471-9	$19.95

THE	MAN	WITH	TWO	LEFT	FEET	
978-1-59020-241-8	$19.95	

THE	MATING	SEASON	
978-1-58567-231-8	$19.95

MEET	MR.	MULLINER	
978-1-58567-275-2	$19.95

MIkE	AND	PSMITH	
978-1-4683-0274-5	$19.95

MIkE	AT	WRykyN	
978-1-59020-756-7	$19.95

MONEy	FOR	NOTHING	
978-1-58567-923-2	$19.95

MONEy	IN	THE	BANk	
978-1-58567-657-6	$19.95

MR.	MULLINER	SPEAkING	
978-1-58567-659-0	$19.95

MUCH	OBLIGED,	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-526-5	$19.95

MULLINER	NIGHTS	
978-1-58567-433-6	$17.95

My	MAN	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-875-4	$19.95

NOT	GEORGE	WASHINGTON	
978-1-4683-0968-3	$19.95

NOTHING	SERIOUS	
978-1-59020-106-0	$19.95

THE	OLD	RELIABLE	
978-1-59020-679-9	$19.95

OvER	SEvENTy	
978-1-4683-1053-5	$18.95

PEARLS,	GIRLS	AND	MONTy	BODkIN	
978-1-4683-0275-2	$19.95

A	PELICAN	AT	BLANDINGS	
978-1-59020-413-9	$19.95

PERFORMING	FLEA	
978-1-4683-0897-6	$19.95

PICADILLy	JIM	
978-1-58567-616-3	$19.95

PIGS	HAvE	WINGS	
978-1-58567-059-8	$19.95

PLUM	PIE	
978-1-59020-010-0	$19.95

THE	POTHUNTERS	
978-1-59020-347-7	$19.95

A	PREFECT’S	UNCLE	
978-1-59020-414-6	$19.95

THE	PRINCE	AND	BETTy	
978-1-4683-1132-7	$18.95

PSMITH	IN	THE	CITy	
978-1-58567-478-7	$19.95

PSMITH,	JOURNALIST	
978-1-59020-105-3	$19.95

QUICk	SERvICE	
978-1-58567-523-4	$19.95

RIGHT	HO,	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-058-1	$19.95

RING	FOR	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-524-1	$19.95

SAM	THE	SUDDEN	
978-1-58567-977-5	$19.95

the ColleCtor’s WoDehouse

A	New York Times 2016	

Summer	Reading	Pick!
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WoDehouse boxeD sets

SERvICE	WITH	A	SMILE	
978-1-59020-346-0	$19.95

THE	SMALL	BACHELOR	
978-1-4683-0697-2	$19.95

SOMETHING	FISHy	
978-1-59020-068-1	$19.95

SOMETHING	FRESH	
978-1-58567-658-3	$19.95

SPRING	FEvER	
978-1-58567-575-3	$19.95

STIFF	UPPER	LIP,	JEEvES	
978-1-59020-869-4	$19.95

SUMMER	LIGHTNING	
978-1-58567-477-0	$19.95

SUMMER	MOONSHINE	
978-1-58567-390-2	$19.95

SUNSET	AT	BLANDINGS	
978-1-4683-1162-4	$18.95

SWOOP!	AND	THE	MILITARy	
INvASION	OF	AMERICA	
978-1-4683-0834-1	$19.95

TALES	OF	ST	AUSTIN’S	
978-1-59020-858-8	$19.95

TALES	OF	WRykyN	AND	
ELSEWHERE	
978-1-4683-0896-9	$19.95

THANk	yOU,	JEEvES	
978-1-58567-434-3	$19.95

UkRIDGE	
978-1-58567-479-4	$17.95

UNCLE	DyNAMITE	
978-1-58567-874-7	$19.95

UNCLE	FRED	IN	THE	SPRING	
TIME	
978-1-58567-527-2	$19.95

UNEASy	MONEy	
978-1-58567-572-2	$19.95

vERy	GOOD,	JEEvES!	
978-1-58567-746-7	$19.95

THE	WHITE	FEATHER	
978-1-4683-0663-7	$19.95

yOUNG	MEN	IN	SPATS	
978-1-58567-337-7	$18.95

THE	GOLF	BOxED	SET	 
The Clicking of Cuthbert and	Heart of a Goof	
978-1-4683-1264-5	$37.50

THE	BLANDINGS	BOxED	SET		
Pigs Have Wings,	Summer Lightning,	and Blandings Castle	
978-1-4683-1219-5	$55.00

THE	JEEvES	AND	WOOSTER	BOxED	SET	
The Code of the Woosters,	The Inimitable Jeeves,	and	Very Good Jeeves!	
978-1-4683-0988-1	$55.00

Available now | 41 
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buy the Complete set—
all 99 tit les!

THE	COLLECTOR’S	WODEHOUSE	-	THE	COMPLETE	SET	
978-1-4683-1470-0	$1975.00

Raise a glass as this is a time for celebration  —

The Collector’s Wodehouse—all 99 titles—is complete!

“Thanks	to	The	Overlook	Press,	even	the	hard-to-come-by	early	titles	
are	now	readily,	happily	available.	After	all,	to	open	almost	any	of	

Wodehouse’s	books	is	to	open	a	door	into	endless	summer.”		
—Michael	Dirda, The Wall Street Journal

P.G	Wodehouse	will	always	be	part	of	our	most	joyous	reading	experiences.	The	Collector’s	
Wodehouse,	now	complete,	is	the	first	full	hardback	series	of	Wodehouse’s	works	by	any	one	
publisher.	In	every	case,	the	editor	has	gone	back	to	the	first	edition	of	each	book	and	cor-
rected	errors	that	had	crept	into	the	innumerable	paperback	editions.	Each	book	has	been	
re-typeset	using	that	classic	English	typeface,	Caslon.	Further,	these	are	printed	on	acid-free	
paper,	are	sewn	and	bound	in	full	cloth,	and	have	jacket	art	by	the	superb	Andrzej	klimowski.	
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the essential eDWarD albee
“A	voice	unparalleled	in	American	theatre.”	

—Ben	Brantley,	The New York Times

the first volume of this three-volume collection con-

tains the eight plays written by Albee during his early 

years as a playwright. these range from the four bril-

liant one- act plays with which he exploded on the new 

York theater scene—The Zoo Story, The Death of Bessie 

Smith, The Sand- box, and The American Dream—to 

his early masterpiece, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Also included are two 

adap- tations from notable American novels The Ballad of the Sad Café and 

malcolm and Albee’s mysteriously fascinating Tiny Alice. this book represents 

one of the most exciting and bold periods in the career of one of America’s 

most popular and imaginative playwrights.

volume 1, 1958-1965

978-1-58567-529-6 hc $45.00

978-1-58567-884-6 pb $27.95

6 x 9 • 640 pp. • Territory A

Albee’s oeuvre consists of more than twenty-six plays, 

the earliest of which were collected in the first volume 

of this three-volume collection. this, the second vol-

ume, contains the nine plays written by Albee between 

1966 and 1977, ranging from the pulitzer prize-win-

ning A Delicate Balance to the brilliant and complex 

short plays Box and Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-Tung, to his sec-

ond pulitzer prize-winning play, Seascape, to the contro- versial Lady from 

Dubuque (hailed by Time magazine as “Albee’s best since Who’s Afraid of 

Virginia Woolf?).”

volume 2, 1966-1977

978-1-58567-617-0 hc $45.00

978-1-59020-053-7 pb $29.95 ($38.95 Can)

6 x 9 • 672 pp. • Territory A

this integral volume, the third in Overlook’s acclaimed 

collection, brings readers up-to-date with the works of 

a true American master playwright. this volume con-

tains some of Albee s most iconoclastic and influential 

plays, including his adaptation of nabokov’s master-

piece Lolita; The Man Who Had Three Arms, an indict-

ment of the abuse of critical power; three shorter plays, Finding the Sun, Mar-

riage Play, and Fragments, all hailed as triumphs of innovative dramaturgy; 

Occupant, a touching homage to, and a striking portrait of, Albee’s longtime 

friend, the sculptor louise nevelson; as well as The Play About the Baby, 

Knock! Knock! Who’s There!, and The Goat, or Who is Sylvia?

volume 3, 1978-2003

978-1-58567-777-1 hc $45.00

978-1-59020-114-5 pb $29.95 ($38.95 Can)

6 x 9 • 704 pp. • Territory A

The Collected Plays of Edward Albee

the plAY AbOut the bAbY
978-1-58567-353-7 hc $22.95

978-1-58567-511-1 pb $14.95 ($16.00 Can) 

5 3/8 x 8 • 96 pp. • Territory A

seAscApe
978-1-59020-012-4 pb $14.95 ($16.00 Can)

5 3/8 x 8 • 128 pp. • Territory A

the deAth Of bessie 
smith, the sAndbOx, And 

the AmericAn dreAm
978-1-4683-0338-4 pb $14.95 ($16.00 Can)

5 3/8 x 8 • 128 pp. • Territory A

A delicAte bAlAnce
978-1-4683-0337-7 pb $14.95 ($16.00 Can)

5 3/8 x 8 •128 pp. • Territory A

At hOme At the ZOO
978-1-59020-524-2 pb $14.95 ($16.95 Can)

5 3/8 x 8 • 96 pp. • Territory A

the gOAt, Or 
WhO is sYlviA?

978-1-58567-364-3 hc $22.95

978-1-58567-647-7 pb $14.95 ($19.50 Can)

5 3/8 x 8 • 112 pp. • Territory A

EDWARD	 ALBEE (1928-2016)
received numerous awards, including 
three pulitzer prizes for drama (a num-
ber exceeded only by eugene O neill’s 
four), three tony Awards, the gold 
medal in drama by the Academy of 
Arts and letters, the kennedy center 
honors, and the national medal of Arts.
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bestselling overlook baCklist

TRUE	GRIT	(MASS	MARkET)

9781468306293 pb $7.99 
($9.99 cAn)

THE	RADETzky	MARCH
9781585673261 pb $16.95 ($18.95 cAn)

TRUE	GRIT	yA	EDITION

9781468313154 pb $12.99 
($16.99 cAn)

LEGENDS	OF	THE	SAMURAI
9781590207307 pb $19.95 ($22.95 cAn)

131/2	LIvES	OF	CAPTAIN	BLUE	BEAR
9781585678440 pb $17.95 (ncr)

NO	ANGEL
978-1-58567-607-1 pb $15.95 (ncr)

THE	HISTORy	OF	THE
HUDSON	RIvER	vALLEy	vOL.	2	

9781468311242 hc $45.00 ($58.00 cAn)

THE	SECRET	HISTORy	
OF	THE	WORLD	

9781590201626 pb $16.95 (ncr)

THE	HISTORy	OF	THE
HUDSON	RIvER	vALLEy	vOL.	1

9781590200797 hc $45.00 ($53.00 cAn)

TRUE	GRIT	
9781590204597 pb $14.95 ($16.95 cAn)
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overlook bestselling giFt baCklist

BOOk	OF	SEA	MONSTERS
9781585677603 pb $24.95 ($35.00 cAn)

BREAkFAST	AT	SOTHEBy’S
9781468311655 pb $16.95 (ncr)

Q	IS	FOR	QUINOA
9781468309737  hc $13.95 (ncr)

SEvEN	FLOWERS
9781468310092 pb $17.95 ($20.95 cAn)

FREUD	vERBATIM
9781468309638 hc $22.00 ($25.00 cAn)

HAIkU	LOvE
9781468308600 hc $15.95 ($17.50 cAn)

THE	HUG
9781468302738 hc $19.95 ($21.00 cAn)

THE	13	1/2	LIvES	OF	
	CAPTAIN	BLUE	BEAR

9781585678440 pb$17.95 (ncr)

NEW	yORk	IN	THE	70S
9781590207024 pb $35.00 ($40.50 cAn)
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overlook bestselling giFt baCklist

WEIRD	THINGS	CUSTOMERS	
SAy	IN	BOOkSTORES

9781468301281 pb $12.99 ($16.99 cAn)

WHAT	SHALL	I	WEAR?
9781585679706 hc $28.95 ($31.00 cAn)

HELEN	NASH’S	NEW	kOSHER	CUISINE
9781590208632 hc $35.00 ($37.00 cAn)

MA	GASTRONOMIE	
9781585679614 hc $40.00 ($44.00 cAn)

REAL	FOOD	FAST
9781590201152 pb $17.95 ($19.00 cAn)

BREAkFAST	AT	THE	WOLESLEy
9781468308365 hc $22.95 (ncr)

THE	ART	OF	NOIR
9781468307351 pb $35.00 ($40.00 cAn)

THE	SARAJEvO	HAGGADAH
9781590201893 hc $225.00 ($280.00 cAn)

vERMEER	
9781585679799 hc $65.00 ($70.00 cAn)
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overlook book-to-FilM/tv titles

PSyCHO
9781590203354 pb $14.95 ($16.95 cAn)

“ A r e l e n t l e s s e x p o s é o f p a s s i o n . . . . A n e m o t i o n a l a d v e n t u r e . ”
—C h i c a g o S u n - T i m e s
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z BE L L E DE JOUR z
J O S E P H K E S S E L

Trans la ted By Geo f f rey Wagner

THE STARTLING AND GROUNDBREAKING NOVEL THAT INSPIRED
LUIS BUÑUEL’S FILM BY THE SAME NAME IS FINALLY AVAILABLE AGAIN

Séverine Serizy is a wealthy and beautiful Parisian housewife. She
loves her husband, but she cannot share physical intimacy with him,
and her vivid sadomasochistic fantasies drive her to seek employment
at a brothel. By day, she enacts her customers’ wildest fantasies under
the pseudonym “Belle de Jour"; in the evenings, she returns home to
her chaste marriage and oblivious husband. In a world that blurs the
lines between feminism and female sexuality, Belle de Jour remains as
vital and controversial today as it was in its 1960 debut. Famous for its
unflinching eroticism, Joseph Kessel’s novel continues to offer an eye-
opening glance into a unique female psyche.

“An intuitively knowledgeable novel of a woman’s double life and the
dichotomy of body and soul.” —New York Post

“Truly a work of art.” —Houston Post

“In every respect, a deeply human and moving story.”
—New York Herald Tribune

Joseph Kessel was born in Argentina in 1898. He studied in Paris
and in Nice, and he served as a nurse in World War I. A member of
the Académie Française from 1962 until his death, Kessel was the
author of many novels, several of which became films. He died in
France in 1979.

Fiction US $14.95 / CAN $18.50 / UK £8.99

Cover design by Plainclothes Ltd.
Cover photograph © Jana Renee Cruder/Corbis

OVERLOOK DUCKWORTH
New York • London

W i t h a n e w i n t r o d u c t i o n b y J u d i t h T h u r m a nJ
O
S
E
P
H
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E
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E
L

OVERLOOK
DUCKWORTH

OVERLOOK
DUCKWORTH

OVERLOOK
DUCKWORTH

BELLE	DE	JOUR
9781585679089 pb $14.95 ($18.50 cAn)

TRUE	GRIT	
9781590204597 pb $14.95 ($16.95 cAn)

F l o r e n c e !
F o s t e r ! !

J e n k i n s ! ! !

w o r l d ' s  w o r s t
o p e r a  s i n g e r

DARRYL W. 
BULLOCK

t h e  l i f e  o f  t h e

O V E R L O O K

FLORENCE	FOSTER	JENkINS
9781468313741 hc $24.95 ($32.95 cAn)

CONFIDENTIALLy	yOURS	
9781468308556 pb $13.95 ($15.95 cAn)

ALI	&	NINO
9781468314403 pb $15.95 ($20.95 cAn)

1-SHEET
Full Bleed • Four Color • 175 Linescreen Bleed: 27.25" x 40.25" • Trim: 27" x 40" • Window Frame: 24.5” x 38.25" • Type Safety: 23" x 37"
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TH E  I N T ERNAT IONAL  B E S T S E L L ER

O V E R L O O K

NOW A  MA JOR  MOT ION  P ICTURE

K U R B A N  S A I D

a  n o v e l

LEGENDS
9781468315219 pb $15.95 ($21.95 cAn)

DEATH	WISH
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